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You want a job done right?  You hire a professional.

Congratulations to Damian Yañez and Robert 

Zimmerman for becoming the fi rst Mass 

Properties Engineers that the SAWE has 

certifi ed at the Expert Level.  Join them by 

taking the Mass Properties Certifi cation 

Exam and show that you have what it takes 

to be a professional! Find out more at

sawe.org/training/sawe-certification/ 



The Society of Allied Weight Engineers (SAWE) is an 
international organization whose purpose 

is to promote the mass properties discipline and provide members and industry 
a medium for exchanging practices and experiences with the objective of 
fostering a higher degree of quality in mass properties control. Regular chapter 
meetings, regional and international conferences, plus an array of technical 
papers, reference books, industry standards and training curriculum provide 
mass properties engineers and industry that opportunity to learn, collaborate, 
create, and broaden the capability of the mass properties engineer, organization, 
or program.  The Society is organized into 22 chapters with members from 
across the United States, Brazil, Europe, United Kingdom, and Canada.



S.A.W.E. TRAINING 
The SAWE has developed and is offering unique and valuable 

Mass Properties training classes. Reasonably priced and  
available On-Line, at scheduled conferences or on-site at 

Classroom 

Hands-On & Field 

Instructors share many valuable years of “Front Line”  
experience in a wide variety of fields including Aerospace, 

Ship Building, Space and Land Vehicles and Allied Industries. 

For a Detailed Class Listing & Upcoming 
Schedules please visit  WWW.SAWE.ORG 
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President’s Message

SAWE International President
 Damian Yañez

What a great Conference we had in Savannah, Georgia 
this past May!  After two years of virtual conferences, it 
was a pleasure to see everyone in person again.  I am 
encouraged that we had so many fi rst time attendees 
and people from around the world, and I have received 
very positive feedback.  It is so important for us to have 
these opportunities to meet and get to know each other 
better.

The Southeast Region Chapter did a fantastic job host-
ing our event.  Many thanks to Tom Tanner and Ross 
Campbell, our Conference Co-Chairs, and the entire 
Host Committee.  Also, special thanks to my employer, 
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, for their incredible 
support. Gulfstream was a Diamond level sponsor, an 

exhibitor, and they provided funding for our entire Mass 
Properties team to attend.  We also had a full room of 
other exhibitors and sponsors who made our confer-
ence possible.  Thanks again to all!  

This issue of the journal highlights the conference pro-
ceedings and the many well deserved awards that were 
presented to individuals who have made exceptional 
contributions to our Society and the Mass Properties 
Engineering discipline.  The technical papers, technical 
forum, standards and practices workshops, and training 
were excellent.

With the Savannah conference behind us, it is never 
too early to start planning for next year’s conference in 
Cocoa Beach, Florida.  Write a paper to share with the 
rest of us.  Remember that our mission at SAWE is to 
pass along knowledge to each other and especially to 
the next generation of Mass Properties professionals.  
Help Us Help You!

If you are not a member, I encourage you to join!  Feel 
free to contact me with any questions at Damian.
Yanez@sawe.org.

Damian Yañez Opens 
the 2022 International 

SAWE 
Conference in 

Savannah, Georgia
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SAWE CORPORATE PARTNERS

Corporate Partners - Silver

The companies whose logos appear below are SAWE Corporate Partners. Corporate Partners have expanded 
benefi ts within the Society. To see the benefi ts of corporate partnership, check our website at:

http://www.sawe.org/about/membership/corporate
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Training

The 2022 SAWE Conference in Savannah allowed for the resumption of in-person training.  The conference featured six 
courses and was a huge part of a very successful conference.  A summary of courses, instructors, and class attendees 
can be seen below.  

The Vice President, Training, wishes to express his deepest gratitude to all the instructors, attendees, and to the South 
East Region for making the conference and all the following training opportunities possible. 

SAWE Conference 2022 
Training Classes

Vice President Training
Daniel Rowley
Northrop Grumman

Instructor: Mr. Harold Smoot

This class presented the features of the Automated Weight and Balance System (AWBS) software in a hands-on 
training environment.  The class began with a discussion of the terms and developmental history of AWBS, minimum 
system requirements, and software installation.  The basic approach of the class was to give computer demonstrations 
followed by student exercises that provided the students with a good understanding of AWBS.

AWBS training remains one of the most popular courses off ered by the SAWE.  At this conference, six students took 
this class.  A big thank you to Harold Smoot for continuing to teach this excellent course.

Attendees:  Enrique DeLeon, David Foote, Cyril Janecek, John Knowles, Temujin Ching, Darren Fritz.   

Automated Weight and Balance System (AWBS) Software Training

Instructor: Andy Walker

This course covered topics such as basic statistical terminology, statistical correlation processes, and parametric 
estimation pitfalls.  Parametric fi ghter aircraft wing weight correlation was used as an example.  

Three students took this class.  Thank you, Andy Walker, for teaching this class.

Attendees: Isabelle Chavarie, Doug Fisher, Evan Smith.  

Developing Basic Parametric Methods
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Instructor: Andy Walker

This class presented the principles of weight engineering in new aircraft design, as described in the SAWE Aircraft 
Weight Engineering Textbook.

Course topics included: requirements development, aircraft performance, conceptual aircraft design weight estimates 
and optimization, weight trade-off s, engine selection, vendor weight selection, establishing weight targets, operational 
weight, preliminary design studies, detail design, and database management. 

A total of four students took this class, and was presented remotely to attendees at the conference.  Thank you, 
Andy Walker for teaching this class

Attendees: Christl Haley, Kirk Hatcher, Etan Karni, Nathan McCanna.

Designing the Aircraft of the Future

Instructor: Whidy Kiskunas

This one day class covers major sections of RP 100 Vendor Weight Control for the Aircraft Industry and RP 15 
Vendor Weight Control for the Marine Industry.  Topics included equipment and supply chain, weight control, mass 
properties requirements, weight reduction programs, weight verifi cation programs, and weight reporting.  The course 
introduced students to vendor weight control, detailed the diff erent phases and types of deliverables required, and 
guidance on how to achieve requirements.  

Seven students attended this class.  Thank you to Whidy Kiskunas for instructing.  

Attendees: Sorin Beschia, Farid Farizy, Jim Kowalski, Luis Alberto Lopez, Michael Rodriguez, Evan Smith, Brian 
Wang.  

Vendor Weight Control

Instructor: Bob Cipolli

This class provides advanced training on the measurement of moment of inertia, center of gravity, and product of 
inertia, with emphasis on the various measurement methods used in industry. The class began with a review of the 
basic principles of mass properties measurement, including weight, CG, and Moment of Inertia (MOI). Discussion 
then continued with the defi nition of Product of Inertia (POI) and how it is measured.

Advanced topics included:
• Defi ning scope 
• Reporting
• Error sources and measurement uncertainties POI’s relationship to MOI
• Fixturing tips, tricks, and traps

Three students attended this class.  Thank you to Bob Cipolli for instructing.  

Attendees: Isabelle Chavarie, Doug Fisher, Evan Smith

Advanced Mass Properties Measurement
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Instructor: Tom Oole

The resumption of in-person conferences allowed for this very popular course to take place.  This two-day course 
assumes a basic knowledge of weight and balance. The class  demonstrated and taught proper procedures for 
weighing and completing forms for military aircraft, and provided the student with an understanding of the weight 
and balance system within the United States Air Force and “pitfalls” involved in weighing aircraft. It also featured 
the weighing of an actual aircraft!  

10 students took this course, a conference favorite.  Thanks to Tom Oole for teaching this course.

Attendees:  Donald Bliven, Eric Braley, Enrique DeLeon, Donald England, Cyril Janecek, John Knowles, Patrick 
Pack, Evan Smith, Tracy Strand, Paul Swiney

Aircraft Weight and Balance

Above:  Tom Oole instructs during the Aircraft Weight and Balance Course; Opposite Page, top: The 
weighing of a Cesna 172 for the Aircraft Weight and Balance Course; Opposite Page, bottom: Whidy 

Kiskunas enjoys lunch with the attendees of the Vendor Weight Control Course.
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Technical Sessions

SAWE Conference SAWE Conference 
2022 Technical Tracks2022 Technical Tracks

Vice President - Technical Director
Robert Zimmerman
Lockheed Martin - Retired

The SAWE was pleased to off er up a full slate of Techni-
cal Papers for the 2022 SAWE Conference.  A summary 
of the diff erent technical sessions are below.

SAWE Conference Opening Session
May 23, 2022

Conference host Thomas Tanner opened the Confer-
ence by introducing the head table.  President Damian 
Yañez welcomed everyone to the conference and gave 
a brief overview of the upcoming day’s agenda before 
presenting the Keynote Speech for Vicky Britt, who was 
unable to present the speech.  The Keynote was an 
overview of Gulfstream Aerospace and the role of mass 
properties within that organization.

Executive Vice President Darren Gamble then asked 
all fi rst-time SAWE Conference attendees to stand and 
be recognized.

Vice President – Technical Director Robert Zimmer-
man introduced the Technical Sessions to come, and 
denoted schedule changes, which were also refl ected 
in Attendee Hub (the Cvent App) that all attendees had 
access to.

Vice President – Training Daniel Rowley then gave a 
brief overview of ongoing and upcoming classes being 
presented at the conference and asked the instructors 
and the Training Committee members to rise and be 
recognized. 

Vice President – Vendor Relations Clint Stephenson 
asked our SAWE Vendors and Sponsors to stand and 
invited all attendees to visit the vendor display room 
during breaks at the conference.

Formally opening the conference, President Damian 
Yañez declared the conference open and dismissed the 

room for a short break before the Technical Sessions 
and the day’s classes commenced.

SAWE Technical Track
Marine Mass Properties
Session Chair Robert Zimmerman
May 23, 2022

The Marine Mass Properties Session was a popular 
session with a majority of attendees at the session.  
Two papers and one vendor presentation encompassed 
the two hours allocated for this session.  A third paper 
originally scheduled for this session was unable to be 
presented at this conference and has been deferred to 
the 82nd International Conference on Mass Properties 
to be held in May 2023 in Cocoa Beach, Florida.

First up was paper 3776, jointly presented by Chandan 
Deol and Lindsay Johnston of Robert Allan Ltd, enti-
tled “Harnessing Historical Company Data for Estimat-
ing Weights of Customized Commercial Workboats”.  
The purpose of this talk was to describe the process 
that Robert Allan Ltd. has used to derive their current 
methodology of estimating the weight of their new ship 
designs.  Beginning with defi nitions, Mr. Deol and Ms 
Johnston portrayed the current state of the company’s 
development of Weight Estimating Relationships, and 
pointed out instances where such relationships could 
not be established using historical data.  As their com-
pany typically launches two tugboats a week, many 
of which are unique, it was imperative to determine a 
workable methodology to determine the weight of a 
vessel accurately in a compressed time frame.  Utilizing 
modern computerized tools, the company was able to 
vastly improve their vessel weight estimating methodol-
ogy, while still working to make the estimated weights 
more accurate.

Following paper 3776, Mr. Runar Aasen from B&A 
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Software gave a brief overview of his company’s 
products, including the premiere off ering, ShipWeight.  A 
short video showed how ShipWeight allows even small 
enterprises to track and analyze the mass properties of 
their products.

The fi nal presentation of the morning was a virtual pre-
sentation by student Allan Crowle of the University of 
Exeter in the UK.  Paper S3774, entitled “Weight Con-
trol for Floating Wind Installations” showed the various 
types of fl oating wind-based power generation fl oating 
platforms, along with the manufacturing, transporta-
tion, and installation challenges from a mass properties 
standpoint.  The evolution of fl oating wind-generation 
platforms and their ability to withstand varying sea and 
atmospheric forces while remaining operational and 
stable presents the Mass Properties Engineer with mul-
tiple problems to solve, including operations from re-
ceipt from manufacturing through deployment.  These 
problems include weight (displacement), CG, tethering, 
and inertia considerations, which must be accounted for 

not just when the wind generator system is designed, 
but particularly during the various deployment opera-
tions.

SAWE Technical Track 
Surface Transportation Mass Properties
Session Chair Clint Stephenson
May 23, 2022

The Surface Transportation Mass Properties Session 
began with Paper 3766, “Mass Properties and Automo-
tive Braking” by Brian Wiegand.  Brian discussed the 
eff ects of decreasing and increasing weight.  Reduc-
ing the weight of rotating vehicle components is 3.2 
times more eff ective than reducing the weight of vehicle 
components that move in translation only.  Increasing 
rotational component weight is about 3.4 times more 
detrimental to braking performance than increasing 
translational component weight.  Brian also presented 
the eff ects of variations in LCG (Longitudinal distance 
of CG from front axle) and VCG (Vertical distance of 

Marine Mass Properties Session Participants (From Left to Right): Chandan Deol, Lindsay Johnston, 
Robert Zimmerman, Runar Aasen
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CG from ground plane).  Increasing the LCG decreased 
stopping distances up to a point during which the move-
ment tended to even out the dynamic fore/aft tire-road 
contact pressures, and after which point the movement 
tended to uneven out those pressures.  As the static 
fore/aft tire-road contact pressures of the subject ve-
hicle were near even, any decrease in VCG, which is so 
instrumental in the dynamic “weight transfer”, improved 
braking performance.

Paper 3775, “Infl uences of Inertia Parameters on a 
Dynamic Driving Simulator Performance” by Giorgio 
Previati of Politecnico di Milano, was presented next.  
Giorgio discussed dynamic simulators, human percep-
tions and motion control in dynamic simulators, the driv-
ing simulator at Politecnico di Milano, and experimental 
tests.  Giorgio concluded that accurate measurements 
of inertia parameters is a viable way to increase dynam-
ic simulator performances.

Johnny Redman (Aviation Accounts Manager, North 
America) of long time SAWE Silver Corporate Partner 
Intercomp Company presented their World class ca-
pabilities in weight technology.  Intercomp Company 
serves industries with respect to commercial trans-

portation, racing and automotive, military, aviation, 
aerospace, agriculture, mining, and crane and mate-
rial handling.  Intercomp Company also supported the   
Conference as an Exhibitor. 

Student paper S3770, “Mass Management for a Battery 
Electrical Vehicle” by Pietro Stabile (Politecnico di Mi-
lano), was delivered next via a pre-recorded presenta-
tion.  Presented were the results of a detailed analysis 
of the mass-induced power demand of an ultra-effi  cient 
battery electric vehicle.  The infl uence of reducing the 
mass of the entire vehicle and the mass of the wheels 
on the vehicle energy consumption was assessed.  Re-
sults were expressed in terms of Energy Reduction 
Value (ERV), a parameter widely used in the literature 
to quantify the correlation between mass reduction and 
energy saving.

SAWE Technical Track 
Technical Mass Properties Session 1
Session Chair Dr. Donna Gerren
May 23, 2022

Technical Mass Properties Session 1 began after lunch 
with Paper 3761, “Estimating Mass Moments of Iner-

Conference Attendees take in a Presentation
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tia - A Quick Check Method” by Damian Yañez, cur-
rent SAWE President from Gulfstream Aerospace. He 
opened by stating that Mass Moments of Inertia (MOI) 
are important and often critical components of the mass 
properties of a vehicle, but many mass properties engi-
neers tend to focus only on weight and center of gravity 
(CG), and have limited exposure to these other, rota-
tional properties. In this paper, Yañez presented a brief 
overview of MOI, why they are important, and a method 
for quickly estimating the MOI of a part, subassembly, 
or assembly. This method is particularly useful when re-
viewing CAD calculations or a supplier’s mass proper-
ties reports in which you do not have visibility into the 
details to ensure that the results are reasonable.

Exciting new developments at Boeing, a SAWE Ex-
hibitor and Ruby Level Conference Sponsor, were next 
discussed by Dave Dunlap (Engineering Manager) and 
Jerry McMillan (Bombers & Fighters SEIT Manager).
 

The fi rst student paper, Paper S3779, “The Determina-
tion of the Center of Gravity of the Electric No Emis-
sion Low Drag Airframe (NELDA)” by Christl Haley 
of the University of Colorado (CU) Boulder was pre-
sented next. The author and her senior design team 
from CU Boulder spent the fall semester of 2021 de-
signing this unique electric commuter aircraft. NELDA 
can fl y 6 passengers at a cruise altitude of 12,000 ft 
MSL, at a cruise speed of 150 knots for 1.5 hours with 
a 30-minute reserve, making this a perfect aircraft for 
short, direct fl ights. Multiple trade studies resulted in an 
aft-mid-mounted wing, a canard, fi xed tricycle landing 
gear, butterfl y doors, and a pusher-propeller powertrain 
confi guration. The specifi c energy, density, volume, and 
weight of the electric powertrain were estimated using 
a 5-year prediction for solid-state batteries. The range 
and endurance of NELDA were used to determine the 
volume, number, and weight of the batteries. The safety 
of passengers, size of the batteries, and functionality 
of each battery were all considered while determining 

Technical Mass Properties Session 1 Participants (from left to right): Johnathan Curtis, Christl Haley, 
Damian Yañez, Jerry McMillan, and Dave Dunlap
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where and how to place the batteries among the other 
major components of NELDA. Additionally, Haley ex-
plains, it was critical to strategically place each of the 
components to achieve an acceptable static margin of 
10%, as well as predictable static and dynamic fl ight 
characteristics. 

Jonathan Curtis (Aeronautical Engineering Manager) 
closed out the fi rst technical session with a nice over-
view of Lockheed Martin, a SAWE Exhibitor and Silver 
Corporate Sponsor.

SAWE Technical Track 
Technical Mass Properties Session 2
Session Chair Dr. Donna Gerren
May 23, 2022

After a break, Technical Mass Properties Session 2, an 

all-student session, started with Paper S3763, “MauS-
PAF: Design of an Open-Source Mass Properties Man-
agement Framework” by Miguel Nuño of RWTH Aachen 
University. The management of mass properties while 
developing a vehicle is a demanding task. Diff erent re-
quirements apply depending on many factors, such as 
the type of vehicle and the development phase. Aerial 
vehicles are especially sensitive to changes in mass 
properties. Luckily, the automation capabilities and soft-
ware solutions in computers have made the job easier. 
Nuño’s paper discusses the design of the digital, open-
source mass management framework MauSPAF. The 
focus is set on the resulting architecture and how the 
product development process and other requirements 
shaped it. While developed with fi xed-wing aircraft in 
mind, the architecture is also applicable to other tech-
nical products. In the conclusion, the implementation 
status, development challenges and future work are 

Miguel Nuño of RWTH Aachen University Presents Paper S3763 during 
Technical Mass Properties Session 2
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discussed. 

Paul Kennedy (VP, Raptor Scientifi c) then addressed 
the audience about the engineering, testing, and mea-
surement products and services at Raptor Scientifi c, 
a relatively new company, which acquired long time 
SAWE supporter Space Electronics in 2019. Raptor 
Scientifi c is a SAWE Exhibitor, Break Sponsor, and Sil-
ver Corporate Sponsor.

The University of Colorado Boulder was again repre-
sented by Emma Markovich in a pre-recorded presen-
tation of Paper S3767, “Determining Center of Gravity 
of Irregular-Shaped Bodies via Suspension.” The pre-
cise determination of the center of gravity of an aircraft 
is essential for the balance, stability, and overall safety 
of fl ight. Military aircraft often carry additional attach-
ments, such as wing-mounted surveillance equipment, 
fuel tanks, or weaponry, which alter the weight and bal-
ance characteristics of the aircraft. A novel suspension 
system for determining the center of gravity of surveil-
lance pods varying in shape and size is developed. 
This allows for the calculation of the center of gravity 
of aircraft attachments utilizing a two-point connection 
- the same attachment method as used on an aircraft. 
Additionally, Markovich’s paper discusses error analy-
sis for the measurements, as well as verifi cation and 
validation methods.

David Cash (Manager Engineering) followed, who 
spoke of HII’s latest developments. HII is a SAWE Ex-
hibitor, Break Sponsor, and Silver Corporate Sponsor. 
Additionally, HII sponsored the interesting and interac-
tive Technical Forum, “The State of Mass Properties 
Databases.”

The session closed with another pre-recorded presen-
tation, this one by Yiyuan Ma from the Technical Uni-
versity of Braunschweig. His paper, S3768, was titled, 
“Initial Weight Estimation of Twin-Fuselage Confi gura-
tion in Aircraft Conceptual Design.”  Ma starts by stat-
ing that a revolution in air transportation is needed both 
to recover the aviation industry after Covid-19 and to 
address future climate goals. Accordingly, a lot of re-
search is underway to achieve a major change in air-
craft performance. One of the most promising solu-
tions to achieve this purpose is the Ultra-High Aspect 
Ratio Wing (UHARW) confi guration, which can improve 
aerodynamic effi  ciency and reduce fuel consumption 
signifi cantly. However, the bending moment and shear 
force in the UHARW structure is signifi cantly larger 
than that of conventional aircraft wings. The UHARW 
structure needs to be strengthened to carry the larger 

loads, which results in a signifi cant increase in the wing 
weight. The twin-fuselage (TF) confi guration can sig-
nifi cantly reduce the wing bending moment and allow 
for a lighter wing weight by replacing the large mass of 
the centrally positioned fuselage with two masses posi-
tioned outboard. The TF confi guration is considered as 
one of the solutions to utilize the UHARW design. 

SAWE Technical Forum 
The State of Mass Properties Databases
May 25, 2022

Moderators for this forum were: Damian Yañez, SAWE 
President, and Whidy Kiskunas, Collins Aerospace. 
The SAWE was pleased to provide another informa-
tive Technical Discussion Forum. This forum’s topic in 
particular has been discussed, written, and aggravated 
over for decades.

To set the stage for this Forum the moderators went 
back in time to highlight the various tools that have been 
used over the last century starting with the Abacus and 
then progressing to the Slide Rule, Hand Calculator, 
Mainframe Computer, PC and Super Mini Computer. 
Along with the hardware we discussed the introduction 
of programming Languages starting with Fortran fol-
lowed by Cobal, Basic, C, SQL, C++, Lotus 123, Mat-
lab, Visual Basic, Java and C#.  Adding management 
and IT structural changes over the decades to the mix, 
with a few recessions thrown in for good measure, we 
came up with the “BIG PICTURE” which puts things in 
perspective (see Figure 1).  As time passed companies 
were forced to eliminate positions due to economic 
pressures with many jobs being outsourced, thereby 
eroding our expertise and talent. Today in most cases 
we no longer have the expertise and talent in house to 
create databases of the caliber we had years ago.

After discussing the “BIG PICTURE” we opened the 
conversation to the audience to fi nd out what other 
people have experienced and get answers to the ques-
tions in Figure 2. 

As we suspected, people are using a variety of solu-
tions from homegrown spreadsheets to sophisticated 
databases and hybrid solutions. We had a lively dis-
cussion including examples of some of the issues and 
problems that our members face today and some of 
their solutions.  In the end we easily covered the two 
hours allotted to this Forum.

We would like to thank all those the contributed and 
participated in the Forum and hope that everyone was 
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Figure 1: Mass Properties Development:  "The Big Picture"

Figure 2: Discussion Questions
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able to learn or take away something useful from this 
experience.  

SAWE Technical Session
Mass Properties Management 1
Session Chair Douglas Fisher
May 25, 2022
 
A short technical session was held Wednesday morning 
after the technical forum conversation. Three presenta-
tions were made. First was paper #3778 “Mass Proper-
ties in Manufacturing” in the marine industry, written by 
Bill Boze and presented by David Cash from HII.  This 
paper described the myriad ways that Mass Proper-
ties Engineers interact throughout the manufacture of 
a ship, while also noting that other industries have simi-
lar mass properties interactions.  From procurement 
to launch, the mass properties engineer is an integral 
part of the integrated product team that takes a ship 
from raw material all the way through launch and testing 
of the completed vehicle.  Examples of each stage of 
manufacturing were illustrated throughout the presen-
tation.

Next was a presentation from Pat Brown of Northrop 
Grumman inviting us all to the 2023 SAWE International 
Conference, which will be held in Cocoa Beach, Florida.  
More information is available at  https://www.sawe.org/
conferences/intl23_event. 

Ending this truncated session, Dirk Petersen present-
ed an update on the current status and future plans 
for the SAWE Mass Properties Engineer Certifi cation 
program.  Mr. Petersen expounded on the information 
that can be extracted by visiting the SAWE Certifi cation 
page on the SAWE website at: https://www.sawe.org/
training/sawe-certifi cation/.  He invited attendees to visit 
the Certifi cation display in the Vendor room for further 
discussion and to answer any questions regarding the 
SAWE Mass Properties Engineer Certifi cation program.

SAWE Technical Track
Mass Properties Management 2
Session Chair Whidy Kiskunas
May 25, 2022

The Wednesday afternoon session was well attended 
with approximately 50 people in the room. 

Michael Rodriguez and Luis Lopez from Gulfstream 
Aerospace opened the session with a Technical 
Presentation, “The Gulfstream Completion Process”. 
Michael and Luis walked us through the Gulfstream 

completion center process highlighting the unique 
issues and challenges that they face when working on 
these custom business jets. Since a lot of these aircraft 
are one-off s, it is very diffi  cult to estimate the weight of 
the package when you do not have something similar to 
which to compare it. Michael and Luis did an excellent 
job presenting the process and highlighting some of 
the issues. The presentation prompted many questions 
from the audience. I would like to thank Michael and 
Luis for their great presentation on the completion 
center process.  

Following the presentation, Robert Hundl from Fluor 
Enterprises Inc. presented Paper #3745 “Weight Man-
agement for On-Shore Modules”. Robert stepped us 
through the weight management process from the start 
to the end of a program. He highlighted many items that 
pose issues during a program, while providing some 
ways in which some of these issues can be mitigated. 
The weight management in this paper has very detailed 
subject matter and will become a chapter in a larger 
document on Onshore Modular Construction that is be-
ing put together by the Process Industries Practices 
(PIP) Civil, Structures, and Architectural (CSA) Task 
Team #3 Committee. Numerous questions were fi elded 
after the presentation.

Vendor Presentation – Boom Aerospace. Due to un-
foreseen circumstances, they were not able to give a 
presentation. We would like to thank Boom Aerospace 
for being a SAWE Vendor sponsor.

The last presentation was Student Paper # S3772 “Sce-
nario – based Prediction of Lightweight Costs – an Ap-
proach across Industries” which was a pre-recorded 
presentation by Florian Wätzold (Technical University 
of Berlin). The presentation went through the diff erent 
ways and means of trying to estimate the cost, weight, 
and risk. Many diff erent scenarios were presented us-
ing top-down assessments and equation-based consid-
erations. The paper presented many interesting ways to 
tackle estimating cost and weight. Unfortunately, since 
this was a pre-recorded presentation, we could not fi eld 
any questions after the presentation. 

Sponsor Presentation – Gulfstream Aerospace. Gulf-
stream did not give a presentation but did thank ev-
eryone for attending the session and conference. We 
would like to thank Gulfstream for being a Conference 
Sponsor, Diamond Level.
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Weight Management for Weight Management for 
Onshore Modular ConstructionOnshore Modular Construction
              by Robert Hundlby Robert Hundl

1.0 Foreward

This weight management paper will become a chapter 
in a larger document on Onshore Modular Construc-
tion that is being put together by the Process Indus-
tries Practices (PIP) Civil, Structures, and Architectural 
(CSA) Task Team #3 Committee.  This committee is 
composed of various engineering construction compa-
nies, logistics companies, and owner operator compa-
nies.  This weight management chapter has been large-
ly authored by myself with inputs and discussions with 
various PIP committee members and Fluor colleagues 
(see the Acknowledgement section at the end of the pa-
per for a full listing of the committee membership and 
Fluor colleagues).

Weight management is a critical aspect of Onshore 
Modular Construction.  The purpose of this document 
is to provide guidance on weight management activities 
as related to various types of on-shore modular projects.  
This type of construction requires that the modules be 
transported from the fabrication yard to the project site.  
The fabrication yard may be located relatively close to 
the project site requiring only land transportation or it 
may be located very distant requiring land and ocean 
transportation. 

2.0 Scope

This document will defi ne several levels of requirements 
and practices to be used for various types of On-Shore 
Modular projects.  Guidance will be given based upon 
various factors to determine project complexity (from 
a weight management perspective) – such as size of 
module, number of disciplines involved, transportation 
schemes, and risk acceptance.

3.0 Tailoring

Many projects are similar, but certain aspects of the 

project may require adjustments to requirements and 
normal practice.  Where these are applicable, they 
should be defi ned up front in the project contract or proj-
ect documents.  At minimum, a project weight manage-
ment specifi cation should be generated that fully com-
plies with this document or the “tailored” diff erences are 
adequately defi ned.

4.0 Acronyms

COG Center of Gravity (X, Y, Z or Northing, Easting,  
 or Elevation)

COW Carry Over Work

CWP  Construction Work Package

FEED Front End Engineering Design

IAA Item Accuracy Allowance

IFC Issued for Construction

JV Joint Venture

LO-LO Lift on, Lift off 

MTO Material Take-off s

MWS Marine Warranty Surveyor

NTE Not to Exceed

RO-RO Roll on, Roll off 

SPMT Self-Propelled Module Transporter

SQL Structured Query Language

VBA Visual Basic for Applications
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WGA Weight Growth Allowance)

5.0 Defi nitions

Carry Over Work - Work that is not completed in the 
fabrication yard and transferred to site to complete 
a module.  Some COW is planned during the design 
phase and others are unplanned.  Valves or other 
equipment that are planned to be installed in the fab 
yard may become late from the vendor.  In this case, the 
work is transferred to site and the COW list is updated.  
The impact of the change to the weight and COG of the 
module should be assessed.

Center of Gravity - The point through which all weights 
of the body may be assumed to act, it is the point at 
which the sum of the moments of all the weights of the 
body with reference to any axis through this point, is 
equal to zero.  It can also be referred to as Center of 
Mass.

Cut-off  Date - The end date set by the Weight Control 
Manager for gathering the discipline data for the upcom-
ing weight reporting period.  The due date for providing 
the discipline data is usually a week or two after this, but 
could vary by project.  This allows time for review and 
manual estimating by the discipline prior to submittal.

Design Margin - Diff erence between weight budget and 
gross weight intended to accommodate design devel-
opment.  The design margin may have a positive or 
negative value ("weight budget"–"gross weight" = "de-
sign margin").  This is the contractors design margin 
for in scope design development for reimbursable type 
contracts.  For lump sum contracts, Design Margin is 
often merged with Management Reserve and not re-
ported separately.

Gap Engineering - Fabricator Design Scope.  Complet-
ing the design not done by the engineering company.  
Often includes cable routing from main tray sections to 
end use point, connection detailing, etc.

Gross Weight - The Gross Weight is the Net Weight 
times the Item Accuracy Allowance.  

Item Accuracy Allowance - A factor representing a 
percentage of the Net Weight based upon the current 
phase of the project to account for uncertainties and 
known items that are currently not very well defi ned.  
As the phase of the project matures, the IAA factor will 
be decreased.  Sometimes referred to as the Weight 

Growth Allowance (WGA) or Weight Maturity Factor.

Net Weight - The weight as estimated from take-off ’s, 
from drawings, documents, computer models, vendor 
data sheets, and/or “as weighed”.  No Item Accuracy 
Allowance is applied. Net Weight can also be referred 
to as the calculated weight.

Not-to-Exceed Weight - The maximum weight that a 
module can be.  Typically, it is based upon a hard con-
straint (such as crane capacity for lifting, or barge draft, 
etc).  However, sometimes the NTE is not based upon 
a constraint, but set to help control cost.  In this case it 
may be set as a certain percentage above the Gross 
Weight.

Management Reserve - Weight in reserve for Project 
Manager to use to accommodate out of scope chang-
es and still meet the NTE.  However, sometimes the 
NTE must be increased to accommodate out of scope 
changes.

Ship Loose - Items that are part of a module that may 
ship either separately from the module or in a tempo-
rary location on the module to then be installed in the 
permanent location at site.

Weight Budget - Project weight reference established 
as a control reference during the design, fabrication, 
and installation process.  Initially, it is the reported 
weight (at a point in time during FEED) multiplied with 
an additional percentage for contingency. Contractor’s 
limit for reimbursable type contracts. Not used for lump 
sum contracts, replaced by NTE.

Weight Control - The management of a module’s weight 
and COG’s to enable the module to meet the logistics 
requirements for transportation from the fabrication 
yard to the job site.

6.0 General Requirements

There are many weight management requirements that 
apply to all phases of a project and should be defi ned 
as early in the project life cycle as possible.  

6.1 Determine Scope

One of the fi rst tasks that should be undertaken when 
starting a new project is to adequately defi ne the scope 
and amount of work that will be required.  Weight 
management is no diff erent in that respect than other 
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disciplines.  To help determine the scope and estimate 
the amount of work required, one needs to understand 
the project’s complexity in terms of individual module 
size, transportation schemes, risks, and total project 
size.  

6.2 Complexity

Evaluate the complexity of the project.  ISO 19901-5 
Weight Management for off shore structures is often 
referenced for onshore modular projects.  It defi nes 3 
types of structures: Class A, Class B, and Class C.  For 
many of the requirements, Class A B C are equivalent 
and the requirements do not vary.  However, for On-
shore Modular Constructions – these classes may not 
be applicable.  Therefore, we need to look more closely 
into how we defi ne and group onshore module require-
ments.  To do this we will need to answer some ques-
tions about the modules and the project plan.

6.2.1 Size (Weight, Dimensions, and Disciplines in-
volved)

Module size can easily dictate complexity.  

Typical questions to ask related to weight and dimen-
sions:

• What is the initial estimate (Weight, LxWxH) for 
the module?  (was the weight estimate from a 
feasibility study, or FEED?)

• Is the module height short or tall?   
• Is the module length short or long?
• Is the module wide or narrow?
• Will there be any constraints on the COG’s? 

(such as vertical COG?) 
• Will the module be shipped in separate levels?

Physical weight and dimensions are not all that needs 
to be evaluated.  A pipe rack may be mostly composed 
of structural and piping components, be over 1000 t and 
still be relatively “simple”.  

However, if the pipe rack includes other disciplines such 
as electrical, controls systems, architectural, HVAC, 
and/or mechanical equipment – then it may be classi-
fi ed as being complex.  The degree of complexity may 
be less than an enclosed process module, but it is more 
than a simple pipe rack.

6.2.2 Transportation

The transportation plan can drive complexity.  With each 
transport phase, items may be installed or removed at 

each step – thereby altering the weight and COG’s of 
the module (sea fastening, transport beams, temporary 
items, ship loose items stowed in temp locations, etc.).

Typical questions to ask related to transportation:

• How will the module be moved?  
• Will there be multiple phases of transportation in-

volved (lift, land, and sea)?
• Will the confi guration of the module change dur-

ing the transportation phases?
• Will multiple modules be loaded onto one vessel 

(for sea transport)?

Figure 1 shows an example of a complex transportation 
scheme (starts at Fabricator, ends at Site Install):

6.2.3 Risk Acceptance

A certain level of risk is always present with a project 
and is usually well defi ned for cost and schedule im-
pacts.  Modular projects should also consider what are 
the weight risks and what mitigations can be imple-
mented.  

Typical questions to ask related to weight risk:

• What is the impact to the project if the weight and 
COG numbers are inaccurate?  

• Is there enough margin in the vessel/barge used 
for sea transport to absorb a large increase in 
weight?  

• Can the vessel stowage plans absorb dimension-
al changes (i.e., module size increasing)?

• What is the cost to the project and delay to the 
schedule if a “new” special vessel/barge is re-
quired to move the heavier module (or larger di-
mensional size)?  

• If the actual weight and COGs are much diff erent 
– is the structural model and validation exercise 
still valid – or does it need to be redone – if so, 
how does this aff ect project schedule and cost?  

• Will the MWS still insure the shipment – if the ac-
tual weight and COG numbers are much diff erent 
than predicted?  

• If there are many modules to ship, are the same 
group of vessels being used for the entire proj-
ect?  If so, a delay in one shipment due to weight 
issues may aff ect a later shipment (vessel not 
able to return in time for next shipment).  This 
would then impact the entire project schedule at 
site.
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Answers to these questions can vary, but if a weight is-
sue can impact project cost or schedule, then the level 
of risk should move up the scale from Low to Medium 
to High Risk.  The larger the impact, then the higher the 
risk.

6.3 Complexity Metrics

The above section on Complexity is by no means com-
plete, each project will have their own uniqueness that 
may need to be included in the above evaluation.  To 
aid in visualization, risk has been divided into 3 levels 
and each level is further divided by transportation, disci-
pline, and module size.  Answers from the above ques-
tions can be used to gauge the complexity in the follow-
ing diagrams (see Figures 2a,b,c):

1. Determine the risk acceptance 1, 2, or 3 (for each 
module)

2. Find the appropriate column/row
3. The highest color rating for a module sets the rating 

for the project.

The rating order for the colors are as follows: Green – 
Low(1), Yellow – Medium(2), Red – High(3)

For example:  

A project has 50 simple pipe rack modules and 10 com-
plex process modules.  The pipe rack weights vary from 
200 tons up to 1000 tons and include some tall narrow 
modules.  The process module weights vary from 1400 
tons to 2400 tons and are long but also wide.  The proj-
ect will be fabricated in Korea.  The project site is the 
US Gulf Coast.  Determine the complexity rating for the 
project

Do we have enough information?  Not really, we don’t 
know anything about project limits or constraints.  

Here’s more information.  The maximum vessel load is 
2600 tons.  The process modules will be shipped one 
module to a vessel, but the pipe racks can be stowed 
multiple per vessel.  Some of the pipe racks will be lifted 
on and off  the vessel with a crane that has a 600 ton 
capacity.

Now that we have more information, we can make a 
better assessment.  The pipe rack risk level could be 
either a 1 or a 2.  If many of the modules are close to 
the 600 ton crane limit, then the risk could be medium to 
high, but for now we will assume medium risk (Level 2).  

Figure 1: Complex Transportation Scheme
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Figure 2a: Risk Complexity Matrix, Risk 
1: Low, Growth in weights and CoGs not 
expected to impact transportation meth-
ods and/or design

Figure 2b: Risk Complexity Matrix, Risk 
2: Medium, Growth in weights and CoGs 
could impact transportation plans and/or 
cause redesign. 

Figure 2c: Risk Complexity Matrix, Risk 3: 
High, Growth in weights and CoGs have 
high probability of impacting transporta-
tion plans and/or cause redesign. 
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Looking at the Level 2 Risk matrix (Figure 2b) for the 
Pipe racks, we see the following levels:

Based upon size:

Based upon disciplines:

The worst case one (size) indicates “red” if multiple 
modules are installed on a single vessel.

Let’s look at the process modules.  Since the heavi-
est module is currently thought to be 2400 tons and the 
vessel limit is 2600 tons, there is not a lot of margin left.  
This would set the risk level to 3 (see Figure 2c).

Again this would show a “red” due to size, discipline, 
and transportation mode.

The complexity for the project should be set at the 
red level, which indicates that all weight management 
guidelines should be followed for this project.

The requirements below will be based upon the color 

code (G - Green, Y-Yellow, R-Red) from the above dia-
grams.  If the project rates that level, then the require-
ment should be met.  If the project has a color code 
rating lower than that designated on the requirement 
– then implementing that requirement will be optional.  
However, it should still be considered as it could help 
reduce cost or schedule impacts to the project.

6.4 Defi ne List of Tools and Setup(G,Y,R)

Each tool used for gathering weight data will require 
some level of setup for each project.  Standardization 
should be applied to limit the amount of customization 
required.  

At a minimum the list of tools should include:

1. 3D modelling tool (examples: S3D, PDMS, etc.)
2. Weight database like tool (MS Excel spreadsheet, 

MS Excel VBA program, Access Database,  etc.).

Depending on the phase of the project other tools may 
become available for use (such as Tekla – typically 
used for structural fabricator shop drawings).

6.4.1 Setup: Defi ne the units

The units for the project should be defi ned at the earli-
est possible time.  This applies to the overall project 
weight reports and to all disciplines data that may be 
used in the generation of weight data and quantity re-
porting.  

Suppliers (vendors) need to provide their data in the 
correct unit system.  Many suppliers report in dual sys-
tems, but care must be taken to enter the correct form 
into the weight database tool.

6.4.2 Setup: 3D Model

Most 3D modelling systems allow for the use of multiple 
unit systems, but they often store the data in one sys-
tem (typically SI).

For example, given that SI units are used for weight re-
porting, lower level piping data may use a mix of USCS 
for pipe diameter and SI for pipe length.  Another dis-
cipline may use USCS (feet) for length of cable.  If feet 
are used for length, then the unit of weight is often in lbs 
per ft.  Care must be taken to ensure the correct units 
are input into the weights database.

Reports can be generated for the 3D model regardless 
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of how or what type of unit system is used for entry.  A 
standard system should be used for all disciplines to 
eliminate the possibility of mixing systems in the weight 
reporting.  Care must be taken when mixing modelled 
inputs with manual user inputs.  A manual input may 
mix the unit system type.

The catalog data used in the 3D model should be veri-
fi ed by the company prior to use on a project.  A joint 
venture (JV) project between two diff erent companies 
adds additional complexity.  The model setup and cata-
log may not use the normal company standard.  The 
work processes between the companies may diff er 
along with how they use the model.  Checks should 
be in place to ensure that the design is modelled cor-
rectly per the JV process and that the catalog data is 
being used correctly and/or augmented appropriately.  
Thereby ensuring that the weight and COG data is be-
ing generated correctly.

A module is usually designated as a separate construc-
tion work package (CWP) in the model.  Often when de-
signers are modelling, they will copy a similar item from 
one module to another and may not always reassign 
the CWP (some modelling systems may automatically 
reassign, but others may not).  Checking (and correct-

ing) of the CWP must be performed prior to any weight 
reporting to ensure the weight and COG of the module 
is correct.  Even a small weight item that is located on 
the other side of the facility can have a huge eff ect on 
the overall COG for the module if it is incorrectly as-
signed to module #1 when it should be on module #10.

Below are two examples of a simple XY plot showing 
CWP errors.  The coordinates were converted from 
global coordinates to the local coordinates for the plot 
check.  The outline of the module’s centerline column 
to column dimensions are shown to help with a quick 
visual check.  There are often cantilever sections that 
extend beyond the column lines, but they should not 
extend too far (typically not more than 2-3 m without 
special bracing).  

6.4.3 Setup: Weight Database

For large complex projects, a weights database type 
tool should be used versus a simple formula-based 
spreadsheet.  An MS Excel spreadsheet can be used, 
but extreme care must be taken to limit the number of 
users accessing the tool and rigorous checking should 
be performed to ensure that the formulas in the spread-
sheet have not been corrupted.  Often during a feasibili-

Figure 3: CWP XY Plot Checks
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ty study or Pre-FEED project phase, the use of a simple 
spreadsheet is adequate for weights compilation and 
reporting.

MS Excel does have the capability to act like a data-
base using the VBA programming language built into 
MS Excel.  In addition to VBA programming for data 
compilation, graphing, and reporting tasks, VBA can 
also be used to rewrite simple formulas to ensure that 
they do not become corrupted.  A true database tool 
can also be used for weight reporting, such as MS Ac-
cess, SQL, Sequel, and/or many others.  For FEED or 
Detailed Design, either of these types of tools (VBA or 
Database) is the preferred method for weight compila-
tion and reporting.  

To assist in gathering the data for the weight reporting 
program (simple spreadsheet, VB spreadsheet, or true 
database), the data input format and units should be 
established.

6.5 Use of Allowances (G,Y,R)

All data has a degree of uncertainty associated with it.  
The uncertainty due to the maturity of the design varies 
over the project lifecycle as data becomes better known 
and the design progresses.  To account for this varia-
tion, an allowance is applied to the Net estimate value.  
The Net weight plus the Item Accuracy Allowance (IAA) 

is reported as a gross weight.  The expectation is that 
the actual measured value will fall somewhere between 
the net weight and gross weight.  Based upon past 
projects and industry historical data, a range of allow-
ances can be set for various design stages.  These al-
lowances only account for “known” unknowns (such as 
variation in material density or mill thicknesses, welds, 
paint, structural analysis results (aff ecting member siz-
ing), pipe stress results, etc.  They are not for project 
scope growth (i.e., requirement changes, new equip-
ment adds, adding future items now, increasing process 
output, etc.).

The table below is based upon typical industry experi-
ence, if a project is very similar to a prior project by the 
same company, then lower values may be used espe-
cially if similar design philosophy and constraints are 
used.

Each of the estimate types across the top of the table 
are based upon project milestones for each discipline.  
Allowances should be applied to individual line items in 
the weights database based upon each line items matu-
rity progression and not across the complete discipline 
at one time.  

Here are the generalized descriptions for each estimate 
type:

Table 1: Recommended Item Accuracy Allowances (IAA)
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Early Estimate – Benchmark preliminary weight data 
based upon experience, normalized historical data, 
area/volumetric data.  COGs typically applied at center 
of volume box.  Mostly manual estimates, little taken 
from model.  Normally used during the FEED phase.  

Preliminary Estimate – Informal Vendor quote, similar 
recent project data, MTO based upon sketches, draw-
ings, other project information, preliminary structural 
design.  COGs may be a mix of center of volume box 
and some vendor estimates.  Used during FEED and 
early Detailed Design.

Intermediate Estimate – Structures data based upon 
initial sizing from analysis software, vendor data based 
upon data sheets, piping iso’s preparation has begun, 
line list has been released, module layout and equip-
ment placement have been fi nalized, cable schedules 
have been developed.  More 3D model calculated 
COGs, less using center of volume box.  Fewer manual 
estimates as more items are being modelled. Used dur-
ing Detailed Design.

Detailed Estimate – Confi rmed vendor data with calcu-
lations, structures sizing based upon further analysis 
runs, 3D model updated to refl ect this, cable schedules 
further developed, cable routings being developed.  
Fewer manual estimates as more items are being mod-
elled. Used during Detailed Design.

Final Estimates – IFC released drawings for respective 
disciplines, fi nal vendor weight data calculations from 
certifi ed drawings, fi nal design MTO’s based upon fab-
rication drawings, fi nal 3D extractions.  All items are 
modelled, only items that will never be modelled are 
left as manual estimates.  Used during Detailed Design.  
The lower end of the allowance range can be used if 
updated based upon fabrication data (actual bulk ma-
terial buys, shop drawings, gap engineering, installed 
quantities, etc.).

Weighed Weights – Actual measured values from 
weighing (equipment and complete module).  The al-
lowance at this point can be related to the scale ac-
curacy.  There may be missing items from the module 
that were not yet installed and/or construction temps 
that will be removed that can also aff ect the accuracy of 
the measurement.  Care should be taken to minimize or 
eliminate these types of adjustments to the measured 
value.  

In addition, one must not double up on the allowance by 
other users downstream of the weight report.  Often, the 

MWS or Logistics will add their own allowance to the 
weight number that they are given to ensure the module 
is safe to move / transport.  When this is done, it is often 
easier to report the module weight with zero allowance.  
This should be discussed with the downstream users 
and an agreement reached on how the data should be 
reported to them after module weighing.

6.6 Establish Module Datum Point

The module datum point must be established to con-
vert the global coordinate system to a local coordinate 
system that will be used for the design assessment 
by structures and logistics.  It is a good practice to set 
the datum point to minimize the use of negative values 
when possible.  The datum point should be a hard point 
on the module, not a point fl oating in space.  This usual-
ly means the centerline of the SW corner of the module.  
The right-hand rule should be used for the coordinate 
system defi nition.  Some examples of suggested da-
tum point locations are shown below for various module 
confi gurations:

The elevation coordinate should also be set to minimize 
negative coordinates. 

Generally, using the top of steel of module decking plate 
is not recommended for onshore modules (though it is 
typically recommended for off shore projects).  Where 
possible, all project deliverables should use the same 
convention with respect to the module datum point 
(weight report, structural drawings, logistic drawings, 
weighing drawings, etc.).

It is good practice to report local coordinates as Lon-
gitudinal and Transverse coordinates instead of using 
the Easting and Northing notations (from the global co-
ordinates).  Often on a plot plan, there will be a few 
modules that are inclined to the Easting and Northing 
directions.  For these the global coordinates must be 
converted to a local coordinate system based upon the 
appropriate rotation angle and necessary translation.  
The rotation angle will be diff erent for the various mod-
ules.  Reporting local coordinates as longitudinal (along 
the long axis of the module) and transverse (across the 
narrow axis) will clarify the coordinates.  A table listing 
the datum points for all modules should be included 
in the weight report.  The structural drawings for the 
modules should also reference the datum point used in 
the weight reporting (typically noted as Column A1 on 
structural drawings).  

Stair towers are often shipped separately from the 
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Figure 4a: Datum XY Selection

Figure 4b (left): Datum Z Selection

Figure 5: Plot Layout
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module (see Figures 6a&b).  For shipping, they are 
rotated from a vertical position to a horizontal position.  
The project should standardize and defi ne in which 
direction the rotation will take place – so that all stair 
towers are worked in a similar fashion.  One approach 
would be to always have the mating side on the left 
position (or in a defi ned position, right, up, etc.).  If the 
mating side position during shipment varies, this may 
then add confusion to the reported COG’s for logistics 
and site construction (rigging, etc.).  

The above sketch shows the mating side remaining on 
the left (which was originally the Northing direction).  
The local transport coordinates must be rotated such 
that the Global Elevation direction is now the Local Lon-
gitudinal direction, and the Global Northing direction is 
the Local Transverse direction.  The Local Elevation di-
rection is in the minus direction of the Global Easting 
direction.  

Reporting for these types of rotated transport modules 
(stair towers and the like) become more complicated as 
they must be reported in the transport confi guration and 
the fi nal installed confi guration.

6.7 Use of Discipline Checklists (G,Y,R)

Disciplines should be required to use checklists to en-
sure that they are providing full and complete estimates 
without missing any items.  Examples of discipline 
checklists are as follows:

Figure 6a (above, left): Stair Tower Final Position
Figure 6b (above, right):  Stair Tower Rotation for Transportation

6.7.1: Architectural Items List

General Inclusions:
• Heat shields (prefabricated) 
• Prefabricated internal walls 
• Partitions 
• Wall linings 
• Ceilings 
• Sub-fl oor construction (screed, fl oating fl oors) 
• Comfort insulation (sound and heat) 
• Doors (louvers, handles, hinges, actuating equip-

ment) 
• Signs 
• Weather louvers 
• Prefabricated external walls 
• Passive radiation protection 
• Sanitary ware

Specifi c Inclusions
• Electrical and control room fi nishes such as spe-

cial doors, walls, and ceilings 
• Internal enclosed staircases (except steel content) 
• Dry fi x passive protection 
• Electrical and instrumentation room false fl oors 
• Vending machines 
• Drinking water coolers 
• Windows 
• Platform ID signs (except structural support)

Specifi c Exclusions
• Main supports for cladding, louvers, heat shields 

etc. designed by structural 
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• Platform ID sign supports designed by structural

6.7.2: Electrical Items List

General Inclusions
• High voltage switchboards 
• Low voltage switchboards 
• Uninterruptible power supply systems (batteries, 

chargers, inverters, static switches, distribution 
boards) 

• Welding and small power socket outlets 
• Distribution boards 
• Motor control stations 
• Junction boxes 
• Electrical cables 
• Transformers 
• Transits 
• Lighting equipment/systems (normal, emergency) 
• Heat tracing 
• Cable racks and trays for electrical and instrument 

cables, except fi eld run instrument cable racks

Specifi c Inclusions
• Local supports and hangers for cable racks de-

signed and requisitioned by electrical 
• Instrumentation on electrical requisitioned equip-

ment packages 
• Power systems to HVAC areas 
• Field-run electrical cables, trunking, clips, trays, 

etc.
Specifi c Exclusions
• Cable trays for instrument fi eld cables by instru-

ment 
• Instrument/telecom cables including fi eld run in-

strument 
• Cable rack supports designed and requisitioned 

by structural 
• Electrical and control room fi nishes such as spe-

cial doors, walls, and ceilings by architectural 
• Electric's including motors supplied with equip-

ment packages by mechanical 
• False fl oors by architectural 
• Free standing electrical equipment purchased by 

mechanical, (e.g., control panels and frequency 
converters)

6.7.3: HVAC Items List

General Inclusions
• Air conditioning units (air handling units, spot ex-

tract units) 
• Fans 
• Humidifi ers 

• Dampers (shut off , pressure control, fi re) 
• Coils (heating, cooling) 
• Electrical heaters 
• Filters (coalescers, separators, chillers) 
• Ducting (internal, external) including insulation 
• Louvers (grills, vents, diff users) 
• Sound attenuators

Specifi c Inclusions
• Piping associated with HVAC equipment, up to but 

excluding the block valve 
• Instruments on HVAC requisitioned equipment

Specifi c Exclusions
• Ducting supports designed and requisitioned by 

structural 
• Ducting and air intake/outlet chambers designed 

by structural 
• Material handling equipment in HVAC areas by 

mechanical 
• Power systems to HVAC areas by electrical 
• Tubing, piping, and fi ttings scheduled/requisi-

tioned by instrument 
• All HVAC instrumentation outside HVAC requisi-

tioned equipment packages 
• Main supports for weather louvers designed and 

requisitioned by structural 
• Weather louvers by architectural

6.7.4: Instrumentation Items List

General Inclusions
• All telecommunication fi eld equipment 
• Dishes (telecommunications, tropospheric) 
• Telecom central equipment 
• All instrumentation and control equipment 
• All fi re/gas detection devices and control equip-

ment (detectors, alarms, cabinets, panels) 
• All packaged equipment requisitioned by instru-

ment (oil/gas metering skids, hydraulic power 
packs for ballast system) 

• Computer hardware 
• Instrument junction boxes (marshalling cabinets)

Specifi c Inclusions
• Instrument/telecom multi-core cables in main ca-

ble racks 
• Tubing, piping, and fi ttings scheduled/requisi-

tioned by instruments 
• Support frames, mounting posts and brackets 

scheduled/requisitioned by instruments 
• Field run instruments/telecom cables, fi eld trays 

and clips 
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• Control cabinets including accumulators for all ac-
tuated valves

Specifi c Exclusions
• Cable racks and supports for instrument cables 

designed by electrical. 
• Instrumentation supplied with equipment pack-

ages by mechanical, HVAC and electrical. 
• Instrumentation on vessel trims.  Information to be 

passed to piping. 
• False fl oors by architectural. 
• Hydraulic power packs not requisitioned by instru-

ments. 
• Choke valves, control valves, safety valves includ-

ing actuators, in-line instruments and actuators 
for piping on/off  valves reported by piping under 
instrument discipline code.  Instrument to give in-
formation to piping.

6.7.5: Mechanical Items List

For weight analysis purposes this discipline has been 
split into the following four subgroups:  static equipment, 
rotating equipment, and material handling equipment.

Static equipment: 

General Inclusions
• Separators and scrubbers 
• Towers (columns) 
• Drums 
• Shop Fabricated Tanks, including pots and sumps 
• Coalescers and fi lters 
• Pig launchers, receivers, pigs 
• Heaters 
• Coolers 
• Bundles 
• Heat Exchangers 
• Attachments to above (supports, skid steel, insula-

tion, linings, internals, gaskets, nozzles) 
• Packages (structure, vessels, exchangers, pumps, 

valves, in-line fi lters, powder, and control systems, 
and attached HVAC items) 

• Flare tips 
• Workshop maintenance equipment and tools

Specifi c Inclusions
• Skid steel, supports, platforms and ladders on 

equipment packages supplied by equipment sup-
plier 

• Pipework, electrical equipment, and instrumenta-
tion supplied with equipment packages

Specifi c Exclusions
• Ladders, platforms and supports for equipment 

designed and requisitioned by structural 
• Piping and instrumentation attached to equipment 

piping, which is not part of the vendor supply, e.g., 
vessel trims 

• Structural integrated tanks designed by structural

Rotating Equipment

General Inclusions
• Turbines 
• Compressors 
• Generator sets 
• Diesel engines 
• Pumps 
• Attachments to above (motors, gearboxes, gear-

box oil, couplings, silencers, fi lters, ducting, tanks, 
insulation, acoustic hoods, protective covers, skid 
steel, base plates, pressurized lube-oil system, 
and support systems)

Specifi c Inclusions
• Free standing electrical equipment purchased by 

mechanical e.g., control panels, frequency con-
verters 

• Electrical motors on mechanical equipment

Material Handling Equipment:

General Inclusions
• Runway hoists 
• Hoists located in stores 
• Pedestal cranes including pedestal and adapters 
• Lifts, lift motors and gear 
• Supply hoses 
• Flare tip removal equipment 
• Forklift trucks and hand trolleys 
• Riser and umbilical handling winch

Specifi c Inclusions
• Gantry/runway beams and cantilevers supplied by 

crane or hoist supplier 
• Crane pedestal supplied by crane supplier 
• Storage system/racking and stores 
• Material handling equipment in HVAC area

Specifi c Exclusions

• Lifting lugs/monorails designed and requisitioned 
by structural 

• Gantry/runway beams and cantilevers designed 
and requisitioned by structural 
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• Hose landing platforms by structural 
• Lift shafts by structural

6.7.6: Material and Corrosion Items List

General Inclusions
• Paint 
• Metallizing 
• Non-slip fl oor/deck coatings 
• Cathodic protection

6.7.7: Piping Items List

General Inclusions
• Main process system piping 
• Utilities system piping including drains 
• Insulation and linings on pipe work 
• Manifolds 
• Piping special items (strainers, traps, etc.) 
• Pipe supports

Specifi c Inclusions
• Contents of piping systems during permanent and 

temporary phases. 
• Pipe supports designed and requisitioned by pip-

ing. 
• Piping attached to mechanical equipment, not 

supplied by vendor, e.g., vessel trims. 
• Piping to and from HVAC equipment up to and in-

cluding the fi rst block valve. 
• Active fi re protection piping (fi re mains, deluge 

systems, sprinkler systems). 
• Deluge/sprinkler nozzles (information from safety). 
• Plumbing for sanitary ware. 
• Choke valves, control valves, safety valves, in-

cluding actuators, in-line instruments and actua-
tors for piping on/off  valves reported by piping 
under Instrument Discipline Code.  Instrument to 
give information to piping.

Specifi c Exclusions
• Pipe supports designed and requisition by struc-

tural 
• Pipe work supplied with equipment packages by 

mechanical and HVAC 
• Instrument tubing, piping and fi ttings by instrument 
• Control cabinets for piping on/off  valves including 

accumulators by instrument 

6.7.8: Safety, Environment and Security Items List

General Inclusions
• Firefi ghting equipment 

• Spray on passive fi re protection 
• Fireman equipment including cabinets 
• Central safety points/central fi re points 
• Fire monitors (fi xed and portable) 
• Foam injection packages 
• Deluge and sprinkler skids 
• CO2 stores (skids) 
• Hydrants and cabinets (water, foam) 
• Fire hose reels and cabinets 
• Extinguishers (dry powder, CO2, water, foam) 
• Survival suits including lockers 
• Breathing apparatus (charging and testing equip-

ment including containers) 
• Personnel baskets (storage box) 
• Stretchers (rescue, collapsible, basket) 
• First aid kits 
• Safety showers and eye baths

Specifi c Exclusions
• Main platform signs by architectural 
• Fire mains, deluge-piping system, sprinkler piping 

system and CO2 distribution systems by piping 
• Passive fi re protection, dry systems by architectural

6.7.9: Structural Items List

General Inclusions
• Main module framing and plating 
• Main trusses 
• Structural castings 
• Intermediate and mezzanine deck framing, plat-

ing, and grating 
• Weather deck framing and plating 
• Skid base 
• Main pipe racks and cable racks 
• Dropped object protection 
• Tanks integrated in structure 
• Crane pedestal support steel 
• Crane boom rests 
• Temporary bracing and internal sea fastenings 
• Lift shafts 
• Paint and coatings 
• Miscellaneous outfi tting steelwork to include walk-

ways, stairs, stair towers, ladders, handrailing, 
crash barriers, hatches, manways, access plat-
forms 

• Main supports for cladding, louvers, heat shields, 
etc. designed by structural 

• Deck Support Frame

Specifi c Inclusions
• Internal and external fi re/blast walls designed by 

structural 
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• Internal and external wall supports for walls de-
signed by architectural 

• Equipment supports designed by structural 
• Miscellaneous pipe supports, cable tray supports, 

and duct supports 
• Pipe, ducting/lifting lugs/crane rails designed by 

structural 
• Platform ID signs supports 
• Installation and tugger padeyes 
• Padeyes, lifting points, bumpers, and guides
• Rigging platforms, rigging guides and protection 

structures 
• Temporary walkways and ladders for use during 

all phases of installation 
• Weighing and fabrication supports

7.0 Requirements for Various Project 
Phases

The method used for weight management varies by the 
project phase as the data basis also changes.

The relationship of many of these terms is best shown 
in the following fi gure.

7.1 Early Estimating Pre-FEED and FEED (G,Y,R)

During these project phases the amount of information 
in the 3D model is not suffi  cient to extract detailed in-
formation for weights and COGs.  The weight engineer 
must rely heavily on experience/judgement and historic 
parametric estimates.  The general module dimensions 
can be used to estimate the module weight.  This is 
generally accomplished by applying a historic factor 
from the company’s historic data archives for similar 
types of modules built on past projects.  Each discipline 
may have a unique factor to use.  These are often vol-
ume or area-based factors.  If applying volume-based 
factors, care must be used as the predicted values can 
increase greatly based upon how the factor was gen-
erated and how it is being applied.  Many times, it is 
prudent to estimate the module weight by two diff erent 
methods (volume and area) and compare the results to 
ensure an unintended bias isn’t introduced.

Example: The volume-based factor can change greatly 
depending on how it is created and applied.  Figure 8 on 
the opposite page represents the same module.  One 
uses the overall module LxWxH dimensions (right side), 
the other closely bounds the modules dimensions (left 
side).  

Mechanical equipment weights are projected from ven-

Figure 7: Relationships of Weight Terminology
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dor data and/or similar equipment from past projects 
instead of parametric estimates.  Care must be taken 
to include ancillary items for equipment that may not be 
listed on the equipment list.  

Example: Gas Turbine Compressors weight often does 
not include the weight of the exhaust and intake duct-
ing and fi lters as these items come from other vendors 
than the main supplier.  When reviewing the mechanical 
items weights, the total installed weight must be con-
sidered.

After the historical factors are applied to arrive at a dis-
cipline weight, adjustments may be necessary to refi ne 
the estimate.  

Example: Structures – prior projects used a 4ft girder 
design, current project is proposing using a 5ft girder 
design.  

These may require an adjustment to the factor you are 
using, or you may have to add an “adder” or “subtractor” 
to the result of the factored estimate to account for the 
design philosophy change.  Many times, the historical 
data is saved as an overall factor for each discipline.  
If possible, it is recommended to save the historical 
data at a little lower-level detail (for structures such as 
Baseframe, Column, Platforms, Decking, etc.).   This 
will allow easier adjustments to variations in the design 
philosophy from project to project.  

Weight reporting typically is every 2 to 3 months during 
this timeframe.

7.2 Detailed Design (G,Y,R)

During Detailed Design the 3D model and other engi-
neering deliverables are further developed and then re-
leased for construction/fabrication.  The module’s fi nal 
sizes (LxWxH) are determined.  Any module splits or 
combinations should happen by the end of FEED, but 
sometimes they spill over to the start of detailed de-
sign.  The sooner the modules basic dimensions can be 
locked down the better.   Weight estimates are based 
upon better data during this time frame.

7.2.1 Weight and COG Limits (G,Y,R)

Limits should be established as early as possible.  This 
typically happens toward the end of FEED, but gener-
ally should not occur much later than three months in 
to Detailed Design.  If the project has multiple sea lifts 
and the design of some modules will not start until much 
later, then the limits can be set when the detail design of 
those modules begin.  

The weight budget and the Not to Exceed (NTE) weights 
are the limits that need to be set (reference Figure 2).  
Some projects do not use weight budgets (typical for 
lump sum projects) and only set the NTE weights.

The COG limits defi ne a COG envelope that the struc-
tural design is based upon.  If the COG moves outside 
of this boundary, then structures is required to relook at 
it and determine if the design is still acceptable.  The 
uncertainty in the weighing results should also be esti-

Figure 8: Alternate Volume Defi nitions
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mated.  The MWS typically requires that an uncertainty 
in the results be allowed.   Here is an example of COG 
limits (the module name is blacked out in this example):

Weight reporting is typically every 4 to 6 weeks during 
the detailed design phase.

7.3 Fabrication (G,Y,R)

Figure 9: Typical COG Limits

Once the engineering design is complete (can be on 
a per deliverable basis, i.e., primary steel, secondary 
steel, piping iso’s, etc.)  and has been transmitted to 
the fabricator, weight management enters a new phase 
of tracking and reporting.  Weight management dur-
ing fabrication will generally move toward 1 of 3 pos-
sible paths: 1) Full Fabricator Weight Management, 2) 
Shared Engineering/Fabricator Weight Management 3) 
None to very little.  

The reason for monitoring the weight during fabrica-
tion is to get an early indication of a possible problem 
and having suffi  cient time to handle it and to minimize 
the cost impact of any required changes.  The project 
will need to determine how much risk it is willing to ac-
cept while utilizing one of the above approaches.  All 
approaches still require the fabricator to produce a pre-
dicted weighing report and perform the actual module 
measurement (weight and COG).  The fabricator may 
hire (with company/contractor approval) a sub-contrac-
tor to perform the measurements if they are unable.

7.3.1 Types of Weight Management

7.3.1.1 Full Fabricator Weight Management

The engineering weight management team transitions 
responsibility and reporting to fabricator at defi ned mile-
stone dates (either based upon sea lift dates, so many 

months prior to sail away, or a certain time after all en-
gineering design elements are completed and fabrica-
tion has begun).  The fabricator should appoint a weight 
manager for the project and company should approve.

The fabricator will take the engineering data and then 
add and modify as they build the modules.  They should 
account for actual material buys and weights (engineer-
ing uses estimated or nominal value weights for items).  
This can be done by reviewing the paperwork that ac-
companies an order (shipment) or by weighing a stack 
of bulk items to arrive at an actual weight to use.  An in-
ventory type of system can also be used for some items 
– for example: piping insulation: all material is pulled 
for a module and tracked; how much weight was taken 
from the warehouse minus how much was returned. 

Often there may be a trial period of having the fabri-
cator report weights to the engineering team thereby 
showing that they can produce the necessary report 
cases.  If the fabricator shows necessary competency, 
the responsibility for weight management may then be 
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transferred to the fabricator.
Weight reporting varies from 6-13 weeks once the en-
gineering design has been completed and fabricator 
takes over reporting.

7.3.1.2 Shared Fabricator and Engineering Weight 
Management

In this case, the fabricator may not want to take on 
the full breadth of weight management during fabrica-
tion.  The fabricator will report the data and send the 
changes in to the engineering weight team (like how the 
disciplines sent data into the engineering weight team 
during design development).  Additionally, the fabrica-
tor may not want to be responsible for compiling and 
reporting the data.  

The fabricator may not have the ability to report all the 
required cases.  A more complex project may have mul-
tiple land transports (such as heavy haul road, stag-
ing area, bridge crossing, etc), multiple sea transport 
(multiple vessels used – 1 from the fabricator, another 
from an interim staging area, etc), and multiple lift cases 
(lift on to vessel, lift off  vessel, lift for fi nal setting, etc).  
Utilizing this approach will require good communica-
tion between the fabrication yard and the engineering 
weight team.  Fabrication yard weight representatives 
should be appointed, and a reporting schedule defi ned. 

Weight reporting varies from 6-13 weeks once the engi-
neering design has been completed and the reporting is 
shared across engineering and the fabricator.

7.3.1.3 None to very little Fabricator Weight Manage-
ment

In this case, the fabricator will not perform weight re-
porting duties during fabrication.  The engineering 
weight report shows signifi cant margin with respect to 
design limits.  A weight risk study was performed by 
the engineering team with respect to possible changes 
during fabrication and the design still showed suffi  cient 
margin.  

Weight reporting is not done.  The module weight and 
COG information should be updated for a prediction 
prior to the actual measurement, but a standard weight 
report is not issued during fabrication.

7.3.2 Weight Shedding and Ballasting

During fabrication weight reporting, it may be deter-
mined that the design margins are no longer suffi  cient 

to risk weighing the module and fi nding that the as-
weighed value may be outside of the design envelope.  
If this happens, the MWS may not insure the module for 
shipment without corrective action taking place.  Cor-
recting a module’s weight and center of gravity after 
weighing can be very expensive (vessel waiting, fab 
yard schedule impacts, site schedule impacts, addition-
al weighing to verify changes).  

The reason for monitoring the weight during fabrication 
is to get an early indication of a possible problem and 
having suffi  cient time to handle it and to minimize the 
cost impact of any required changes.  The two primary 
methods of fi xing weight and COG issues are: 1) weight 
shedding, and 2) ballasting.  Both methods are self-ex-
planatory, but some discussion is prudent.

Weight shedding is basically not installing items that 
were planned to be installed in the fabrication yard.  
The installation of these items will be transferred to the 
site construction teams as COW.  If this method is to 
be used, the site construction teams should be involved 
to review items that are designated as candidates for 
weight shedding.  These items may be large equipment 
(vessels, etc), large pipe, and/or large valves.  Platforms 
or other structural assemblies may also be considered 
(such as stair towers).  Items should be picked that are 
of suffi  cient weight to correct the problem and be simple 
for site installation.  The impact on COG must also be 
assessed to ensure the COG remains within the design 
envelope during transportation.

Ballasting is adding additional weight to correct either 
a weight or COG issue.  Concrete blocks and steel are 
often used for ballasting.  Water tanks may also be uti-
lized, but could have environmental concerns if water 
taken from one place in the world is then required to be 
disposed of in another area of the world.  If tanks are 
used for water ballasting, they need to be of suffi  cient 
quality and robustness so as not to leak or get punc-
tured thereby voiding the ballasting benefi t.
  
Sometimes large equipment packages or vessels are 
late from a supplier and instead of delaying the module 
shipment, which could impact overall project schedule, 
it may be necessary to ship without this large item pres-
ent.  The item (equipment in this case) may be suffi  cient 
to push the COG outside the structural design enve-
lope even though the weight may be lower than what 
was analyzed.  Adding ballast where the equipment was 
supposed to go and/or other open areas may shift the 
COG back to within the design envelope.  The other 
option would be to redo the structural analysis for the 
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new weight and COG.  However, the diff erent weight 
and COG could also aff ect the placement on the ves-
sel (if multiple modules are shipped on one vessel) and 
cause a problem for the marine transporter.  Likewise, 
this could also cause a problem for the land transport-
er.  Often, an easier solution is to ballast the module 
enough to get back into the design envelope near the 
previously predicted weight and COG.

SPMT ballasting may also be used during the ground 
transportation phase.  This typically requires a more rig-
orous/secure connection between the module and the 
SPMT thereby allowing the combined resultant weight 
and COG.  Several SPMTs combined with the module 
as “one” unit can lower the overall COG and make the 
transportation more stable.

7.3.3 Carry Over Work / Ship Loose

Items that were planned for installation for a module 
(valves, equipment packages, etc.) may not always be 
ready from the supplier to meet the fabrication sched-
ule.  The shipment will be changed from supplier ship 
to fab yard to supplier ship to site.  These items will 
then be placed on a Carry Over Work (COW) list.  The 
impact to the weight and COG should also be assessed 
as soon as it is known that these items will no longer be 
installed on the module for shipment.

The project should also have a ship loose registry.  
Some on-module ship loose items locations are known 
during detailed design (temporary location designated 
by engineering), but for other items on-module ship 
loose locations may be determined by the fabricator 
toward the end of fabrication.  The weight and COG im-
pact for these items should be monitored and tracked to 
ensure they do not move the module’s weight and COG 
outside its structural design envelope (if it does, then 
re-analysis may be required).  In addition, structures will 
need to access the addition of ship loose items to deter-
mine local member eff ects on the structure.

8.0 Procedures / Specifi cations
There are several documents that should be written to 
defi ne what is required for weight management on a 
project; they are sometimes referred to as procedures 
and sometimes as specifi cations.  They include:
1. Project Weight Management Procedure/Specifi ca-

tion
2. Project Vendor Weight Management Procedure/

Specifi cation

3. Project Fabricator Weight Management Procedure/
Specifi cation

4. Project Job Bulletins 

8.1 Defi ne Weight Management Procedure/Specifi -
cation (G, Y, R)

Weight Management Specifi cation/Procedure defi nes 
the requirement of having weight control on the proj-
ect and defi nes the disciplines involved along with other 
support personnel.  

The Weight Control Procedure Specifi cation document 
includes the following sections (at a minimum):

1. Purpose
2. References
3. Defi nitions 
4. Abbreviations
5. Weight Management Goals
6. Weight Management Policy
7. Weight Reporting
8. Weighing

A short description of each section is listed below:

8.1.1 Purpose

The purpose describes the reason for the document 
and the expected results from implementing it. For ex-
ample, “The purpose of this document is to defi ne the 
method and processes used for weight management on 
the project.  Weight management techniques are used 
to assist in controlling the weight and COG envelope. 
Controlling the weight and COG reduces risks during 
transportation and can help reduce cost on the project. 
This document also defi nes the weight reporting re-
quirements.” 

8.1.2 References

Include references for the Weight Management Speci-
fi cations.

8.1.3 Defi nitions and Abbreviations

Defi ne terms and abbreviations.

8.1.4 Weight Management Goals
Describe the following:

1. Predict with increasing confi dence the weight and 
COG of the modules.
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• Required for each Condition
• Identify Conditions with limits (may be multiple 

conditions)
2. Identify modules that are in risk of exceeding their 

respective limits (per Condition)
•  If limits are not given by client or logistics, help 

defi ne the limits
• Defi ne thresholds on limit encroachments, to take 

necessary corrective action prior to exceeding lim-
its

3. Weight management can assist the project in re-
ducing cost.

8.1.5 Weight Management Policy

The following items are discussed in this section:
1. Who is responsible for what?  Describe and defi ne.

• Discipline Budgets
• Module Weight Budget
• Module Design Margin
• Module NET
• Management Reserve
• COG Limits / Envelope
• Cut-Off  Date and Monthly Discipline Submittals
• Discipline Checklists
• Compiling and Publishing Monthly Report
• Kick-Off  Weight Control Meeting
• Special Weight Reduction Meeting

2. Establish Design, Material Selection, and Procure-
ment activities to help minimize weight.

3. Project and Engineering Management provide the 
appropriate level of priority to support meeting the 
weight and COG objectives (limits) for the project.

8.1.6 Weight Report (Varies by Complexity, see be-
low)

Based upon the determined complexity, the frequency, 
sections, and data in the weight report may vary.  The 
frequency of reporting should be defi ned and added to 
the project schedule for visibility across the project.

8.1.6.1 Executive Summary (G,Y,R)

The Executive Summary should include a table with 
all the modules weight, COGs, limits, and dimensions.  
The most critical transportation phase will be shown.  
For a simple project, this can also be referred to as a 
Module Confi guration Table.  Discipline changes from 
previous report with reasons for changes may also be 
reported.

8.1.6.2 Introduction (G,Y,R)

The introduction section of the weight report will gener-
ally describe all the reporting conditions (Y,R) (Loadout, 
On-Barge, Off -Loading, Land Transport, Setting at Site, 
etc.).  It also includes the Cut-Off  Date (Y,R), the defi ni-
tion of when the report data was pulled for compilation.  
Sections for management of change (Y,R), reference 
documents (Y,R), and any procedural changes (G,Y,R) 
that occurred in compiling the data should be included.

8.1.6.3 Module Reports (Y,R)

This is usually the largest section of the report.  As the 
project becomes more complex, it is a good practice to 
list the report data in many formats to help track and 
manage the weights and COGs.  Here are typical types 
of reports to include:

1. Summarizing the module weights by discipline by 
transportation phase can assist in comparing per-
centages to past projects to ensure something is 
not askew and that the values are within historical 
norms.  

2. Weight trend graphs against limits
3. COG plots against limits
4. Use longitudinal and transverse reporting for COGs 

• Not all modules may align with Easting/Northing 
direction

• Reference from datum

8.1.6.4 Summary and Conclusions (Y,R)

If modules are getting close to the set limits or are ex-
ceeding them, a narrative should be given outlining the 
plans to deal with these issues.  Threats and Opportu-
nities can also be discussed.  A conclusion should be 
given stating the opinion if the issues will be resolved 
or if more management/client involvement is needed to 
fi x these issues.

If the NTE’s have been adjusted, a summary table 
showing the changes should be included.

8.1.6.5 Appendixes (complexity varies – see below)

Below is a list of the typical appendixes included with 
the weight report.

1. Report Basis - very good section to have to be 
able to go back and see the assumptions that were 
made to generate the weight and COGs (R)

2. Units – can be included in the Intro section as well 
(G,Y,R)
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3. Defi nitions – Typically included after the Intro sec-
tion (G,Y,R)

4. Describe coding of entries used, that determine the 
discipline grouping, phase codes, maturity codes 
(allowances) and any other items that are used to 
code the data. (Y,R)

5. Include the defi nition of where the datum point 
is defi ned (usually SW corner of module, center 
of column), ensure defi nition is a real hard point 
on the module and not a point fl oating in space 
(G,Y,R).  Also ensure that the datum point is eas-
ily understood by the logistics contractor (minimize 
conversion necessity – set meaningful elevation 
datum point vs arbitrary top of steel).  Module co-
ordinates may have to be given in Longitudinal and 
Transverse coordinates if the module is angled on 
the plot plan with respect to the Easting / Northing 
directions.

6. Any additional studies or special items required by 
the project (as required)

8.1.7 As Built Data (G,Y,R)

Engineering As Designed / As Built weights database 
should be sent to company for archival purposes.  If 
Fabricator will take on the weight reporting responsibil-
ity, then transfer weights database data to fabricator for 
their transfer to company later after fabrication is com-
plete.

8.2 Defi ne Vendor Weight Reporting Procedure/
Specifi cation (G,Y,R)

Weight inputs are required from the Vendor.  

Vendor Weight Reporting Requirements should be dis-
cussed and include the following items:

1. Units (Metric or English).
2. Weight and COG’s for the following (show COG ori-

gin point):
• Dry Condition as installed (supports, platforms, 

ladders, etc.)
• Normal Operating Condition
• Auxiliaries, lubricants, etc.
• Test Condition
• Transport Condition
• Ship Loose Items
• Snow / Ice Load – if required for transport                   

condition
3. Reporting Format – Include an Example Data Sheet 

Format
4. Weight reporting per following schedule:

• Bid Stage
• Thirty days after PO issue
• Interim updates if weight varies by more than 5% 

of previous estimate
• Change Order Approved that aff ects the weight/

COG of Item
• Seven days Post Actual Weighing
• Two days prior to Shipment

5. Final Weight and COG documentation
• Final Weight Data Sheet
• Certifi ed Drawing
• Weighing Certifi cate

Typical inputs include catalog data, GA drawings, ven-
dor weight report (for more complex packages), actual 
measured weights, and measured center of gravities.
  
Care must be taken to include off  skid items in addition 
to on-skid items.  Some items will have contents includ-
ed (such as oil in the lube oil cooler) that will be part of 
the transportation weight.  Operating fl uid contents are 
typically not included as they will not be in during the 
transportation phases.  Insulation for the package may 
be installed at the fabricator – an estimate for insulation 
should be provided by the vendor and/or mechanical 
group.  Batteries are often shipped directly to site and 
not included in the transportation weights.

Weighing requirements for vendor packages are de-
fi ned based upon their total package weight.  The val-
ues mentioned below are typical for medium to large 
sized modules.  For smaller modules (<100 t, and/or 
truckable modules), the requirements for actual equip-
ment weighings and COG determination may be diff er-
ent.  An evaluation of the equipment package weight 
and COG’s infl uence on the total module weight and 
COG’s should be performed to determine if the values 
mentioned below should be modifi ed.

For Vendor items requiring a weighing, these guide-
lines should be followed:

1. Weighing Requirement
• Equipment Weight < 1000 Kg (or 2000 lbs); cata-

log data acceptable if available, COG by estimate
• 1000 Kg (2000 lbs) < Equipment Weight <10000 

Kg (20000 lbs), weight by direct measurement, 
COG by calculation

• Equipment Weight >= 10000 Kg (20000 lbs), 
weight and COG by direct measurement 

• Drawing / Sketches required, COG origin will be 
shown

• Equipment Weight weighing requirement is based 
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upon total Equipment Weight for the package, not 
individual equipment Item weights.

2. Scale Type
• a. Platform
• b. Electronic Tension Type
• c. Electronic Compression Type

3. Range and Accuracy
• Measured Weight will be in the 20% to 80% of full 

range
• Accuracy will be 1% or less

4. Calibration of Weighing Equipment
• Calibrated over full working range
• Calibration performed by testing laboratory or cer-

tifi ed organization with traceable standard per rec-
ognized standard

• Calibration certifi cates provided to Company
• 12-month Calibration for <10000 Kg (20000 lbs), 

six-month Calibration for >=10000 Kg (20000 lbs)
5. Environmental and Levelness Criteria

• Wind Speed will not exceed 5 m/s (15 ft/s) for a 
10-minute average

• Temperature Range will be -5 C to +30 C (+25 F 
to +86 F)

• Not raining on item, no pooling of water from previ-
ous rain event

• 10 mm minimum vertical clearance above hard 
points.

• All stations will be within 10 mm (0.40 in) of each 
other (vertical) for levelness

6. Notifi cation of Weighing Schedule
• Vendor will notify Company of planned weighing 

at least thirty days prior to test. In some instances, 
very large assembles such as an equipment en-
closed in a building, sixty-day notifi cation may be 
required.

• Vendor will provide confi rmation of weighing date 
at two week and/or one week prior to test date.

General Weighing Operation

The minimum steps section:

1. Verify Vendor Equipment confi guration (including 
fl uids, temporaries, and shortages).

2. Verify Weighing Equipment is within calibration, 
record equipment tags/calibration dates.

3. Perform test lift prior to taking any weight readings
4. Photograph vendor equipment and weighing setup
5. Record environment data
6. Verify system performed as expected
7. Lift minimum 10 mm (0.40 in) air gap for all sup-

ports, for COG measurement -vertical height be-
tween stations should not exceed 10 mm (0.40 in) 

diff erence
8. Record weight and location measurements
9. Lower equipment onto supports
10. Record “zero” readings prior to re-zeroing.
11. Repeat steps 6-9 for at least 2 more readings
12. If results from 1st three weighings are less than 

1% apart for weight and fi t within a 50mm (2 in) 
box for COG, then weighing is complete, if not, 
then continue for a subsequent weighing until the 
requirement is met.

13. Vendor will allow for swap out of load cells due 
to overloading or malfunction (i.e., additional load 
cells are to be available for backup).

14. Provide Weighing Certifi cate
15. Report Final Weights and COG’s.

Typically, these include catalog data, GA drawings, ven-
dor weight report (for more complex packages), actual 
measured weights, and measured center of gravities.
  
Care must be taken to include off  skid items in addition 
to on-skid items.  Some items will have contents includ-
ed (such as oil in the lube oil cooler) that will be part of 
the transportation weight.  Operating fl uid contents are 
typically not included as they will not be in during the 
transportation phases.  Insulation for the package may 
be installed at the fabricator – an estimate for insulation 
should be provided by the vendor and/or mechanical 
group.

8.3 Defi ne Fabricator Weight Management Proce-
dure/Specifi cation (G,Y,R)

Defi ne requirements for fabricator weight control.  On 
many projects the fabricator will take over the weight 
reporting once the engineering design is complete, ad-
justing the values for the actual shop drawings and ac-
tual materials used in fabrication.  Sometimes, the fabri-
cator will not take on the entire weight reporting process 
and only report changes to the engineering weight 
group and they will continue to produce the weight re-
port.  Which type needs to be defi ned in the fabricator 
contract and everyone should know the plan and if re-
quired, understand the handover process – when it will 
occur, etc. 

1. Defi ne Fabricator Role for Weight Management – 
see Section 7.3.1.   Suggest including a fabricator 
organization chart.

2. Weight and COG Input Schedule – should defi ne 
transition (if applicable) and frequency

3. Input Format and Content – Defi ne format and 
content that will be required.  The input will in-
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clude Items designed by Fabricator, Items fi eld 
routed by Fabricator, Fabrication temporaries 
that will not be removed, “red line” changes to 
IFC documents, installed fl uids in lines, vessels, 
or tanks, fi eld applied materials with minimum 
thicknesses (paint, fi re proofi ng, etc.), equipment 
ducting systems (power generators, compres-
sors), ship loose items / temporary storage loca-
tions, and any other relevant weight or COG in-
formation that Fabricator possesses that may not 
be apparent or available to the Company.  COG 
coordinates used should be the same as previ-
ously defi ned by Engineering Weight Group.

4. Reporting Format and Content – Defi ne format 
and content that will be required.  Questions to 
ask:  Will the fabricator produce an exact repli-
ca of the Engineering Weight Group report or a 
scaled down version?  Will the fabricator report 
each transport case or only one or two?

5. Weight Monitoring – defi nes fabricator monitoring 
of purchased bulk items weights and may require 
fabricator to weigh subassemblies (for critical 
modules)

6. Other Deliverables – Weighing Prediction Report, 
Preliminary Weighing Report, Weighing Certifi -
cate, Final Weighing Report

8.3.1 Defi ne Fabricator Weighing Requirements 
(G,Y,R)

The Fabricator should plan to weigh all modules for the 
project unless otherwise designated by the company.  
In some cases, based upon good predictions with actu-
al measurements and with agreement from the marine 
warranty surveyor, the weighing requirement can be re-
duced over time.  However, if predictions do not align 
very well with actual measurements, then actual mea-
surements should be continued.  For critical transports 
expected to be near limits or when lifts are required, ac-
tual measurements should be required and not waived.  

The Longitudinal and Transverse coordinates are the 
only ones that are measured.  The vertical COG is not 
measured.  An agreement on how to handle the vertical 
COG should be reached with the MWS.  The prefer-
ence is to include an acceptable allowance (for exam-
ple 5% of module height) in the structural analysis to 
cover the uncertainty in the vertical COG.  If the vertical 
COG margin remains at 2% or more (from last reported 
COG prior to weighing), then the vertical COG margin 
is deemed adequate.  An alternate method has been to 
apply a penalty to the vertical COG based upon diff er-
ences in the prediction vs measured values for the Lon-

gitudinal and Transverse COGs.  However, reasons for 
having a diff ering Longitudinal or Transverse COG (vs 
prediction) may not always be applicable to the vertical 
COG component and applying a penalty would then be 
overly conservative.
  
The fabricator weighing procedure should address/in-
clude the following:

General Requirements:

Weighing Method– Defi ne the method that will be used 
in weighing the modules.  Typically, hydraulic jacks 
and electronic compression load cells.  Capacities and 
placement will be analyzed by a structural engineer to 
protect the integrity of the module.  If a lower accuracy 
check is needed (versus a higher accuracy measure-
ment) for a non-critical transport, then “weighing” via 
an SPMT may be suffi  cient.  However, using a lower 
accuracy measurement method may require structures 
to set aside additional design margin in their analysis 
and needs to be coordinated with all parties involved in 
moving the module.  If weighing by SPMT shows a large 
diff erence to the preweighing prediction, then weighing 
with load cells may be required.  This would then add 
additional time to the schedule prior to module Loadout.

Calibration Certifi cates – Calibrations should be from 
an accredited lab that meets the requirements of ISO/
IEC 17025 and is valid for a specifi c time (typically not 
to exceed 6 months, but could be less).  In addition, if 
weighing system is used for another project, then nor-
mally the system is required to be recalibrated prior to 
reuse on the project.

Weighing Schedule – Weighing is to be performed just 
prior to module loadout for transportation to job site.  The 
Fabricator will notify the Company of the fi nal weighing 
schedule no later than three weeks before the target 
date for the weighing operation.  Typically, the schedule 
should allow a week or more from weighing to actual 
Loadout, but as the project progresses and schedule 
slips happen, the actual time between weighing and 
Loadout may be reduced to a day or even hours.

Organization Chart and Responsibilities:

Organization Chart – The Fabricator will provide an or-
ganization chart highlighting the weighing team.  The 
Organization chart will show “who is in charge”, the 
safety manager, and the team members (such as Jack-
ing, Leveling, Load Measures, Technical Support, etc.).
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Responsibilities of Each Team Member – Responsibili-
ties of each team member as shown on the organization 
chart will be defi ned.  The duties will include activities 
prior to weighing, during weighing, and post weighing.

Main Procedure Sections:

Weighing Scheme – General statement again to de-
scribe the weighing method. 

Weighing Equipment – The Fabricator will list the equip-
ment to be used in the weighing operation by type, 
model no, manufacturer, capacity, and accuracy.

Brief Description of System – Brief overview of weigh-
ing system. 

Basic Principles of Weighing System – The Fabricator 
will provide basic principles of weighing system.

Weighing Method – The Fabricator will provide step by 
step instructions for the weighing process to ensure 
a safe, eff ective, and complete weighing operation.  
These steps will include verifi cation that all devices are 
within calibration, confi guration of weighing system is 
correct; confi guration of module – including all tempo-
raries, fl uids, ship loose items are duly noted, recorded, 
and or corrected; work area is clear of any obstacles; 
environmental items are acceptable (wind, rain, water, 
snow, etc.) and noted.  The steps should include an 
initial exercise of the system prior to the recording of 
the fi rst weighing.  The steps should allow for multiple 
weighings to verify acceptable accuracy, scale/jack ro-
tation (if necessary), and levelness of structure.

Weighing Operation Control and Safety Measures – 
Defi ne ways to minimize air in hydraulic system.

Weather Conditions – Defi ne wind and temperature 
limits and how Fabricator will verify conditions.  Tem-
perature is usually restricted to -5 C to +35 C and the 
Wind Speed restricted to a not exceeding 5 to 8 m/s for 
a 10-minute average.  If the manufacturer temperature 
range diff ers from above, then the manufacturer speci-
fi cation should be used, or alternate equipment found 
that does meet the defi ned range.

Module Leveling – Fabricator will defi ne method and 
tools used to ensure Module is level.  Company will de-
fi ne minimum height above supports (10mm) and maxi-
mum acceptable diff erence between survey locations 
(all locations should fall within 10mm band).  In addition, 
the combined COGs from each of the three weighing 

may be required to fall within a defi ned volume (volume 
may vary based upon module size – L x W).  If volume 
is not met, then weighings will continue until the last 
three weighings achieve this goal.

Personnel Safety – has priority during weighings.  All 
personnel will adhere to regulations and company rules.  
Only authorized personnel will be permitted within the 
controlled boundaries of the weighing area.

Preparations for Weighing – Weighing Prediction Re-
port will be provided to company at least 2 days prior 
to the weighing operation.  Defi ne what the report will 
include.  Defi ne the weighed weight tolerances (how 
close does each of the 3 weighings need to be with re-
spect to each other, etc).

Weighing Result Report – Defi ne information required 
from the Fabricator within 24 hours of the weighing op-
eration and within 7 days of the weighing operation. 

Defi ne information required on the weighing certifi cate.

Appendices

Include manufacturer drawing, schematics, and infor-
mation related to the weighing and leveling equipment 
and placement on modules.  This will include the weigh-
ing confi guration with jack and load cell locations shown 
on a structural steel module logistics drawing.

8.3.2 As Built (G,Y,R)

Fabricator should provide as built data to company in 
electronic format.  This includes the weight database 
(if transitioned from engineering) along with weighing 
information of the modules and adjustments required to 
ship loose and carry over work items.

8.4 Job Bulletins (as applicable)

It may be advantageous to write detailed instructions for 
disciplines or groups to help with the weight estimating 
and reporting.  Job Bulletins are a good place to locate 
specifi c project level instructions.  They are usually kept 
to 1 to 3 pages in length, are precise and easy for the 
user to understand.  They may include directions on 
how to code temporary and ship loose items in the 3D 
model and how that data will be used for weight report-
ing.
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Standards and Practices

2022 Conference 
Standards and Practices 

Day
Vice President 
Standards and Practices
Doug Fisher

As a resource for all mass properties professionals, the 
SAWE spans a wide range of needs for standards, rec-
ommended practices and textbooks. To support these 
needs, we are organized into six industry committees:
 
Civil Aircraft – Civil fi xed wing, rotary wing and light-
er-than-air vehicles; commercial & private; includes 
remotely piloted aircraft; includes aircraft loading and 
performance for commercial airline operations

Ground Vehicles – Private, commercial, government 
and military cars, trucks, motorcycles, off -road vehicles, 
construction equipment and trains

Marine – Private, commercial, government and military 
surface vessels and submarines

Military Aircraft – Military fi xed wing, rotary wing and 
lighter-than-air vehicles; includes remotely piloted air-
craft

Missiles & Space - Commercial, government and mili-
tary missiles, launch vehicles and spacecraft

Off shore – Fixed base, fl oating and semi-submersible 
platforms; primarily commercial petroleum exploration, 
drilling, and production

Each committee is responsible for establishing its own 
standards and practices within the framework of the 
SAWE. 

Tuesday at the 2022 International Conference was de-
voted to Industry Committee Standards and Practices. 
Activities at these committee meetings included not 
only development of new Recommended Practices, but 
also election of committee chairs, updating committee 
rosters, developing maintenance plans for existing Rec-
ommended Practices, identifying training classes and 

technical papers for next year, and plans for fall meet-
ings.

A short opening session, chaired by Vice President of 
Standards and Practices Doug Fisher, focused on the 
value of standards to the SAWE members and their 
customers, suppliers and working partners. The organi-
zation of the industry committees within the SAWE was 
described, as well as the process of developing Rec-
ommended Practices and how each SAWE member 
can get involved. An overview of those Recommended 
Practices in various stages of development was shared. 
Dirk Petersen, chair of the SAWE CMPE eff ort, provid-
ed a short instruction for how each committee can help 
develop material for the Professional and Expert certi-
fi cation levels. 

After the opening comments, each Industry Committee 
moved to their breakout rooms to conduct their ses-
sions for the day. A report from each is below.

The guest speaker for the midday luncheon was Jake 
Howard, Technical Fellow and Master Development 
Test Pilot for Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation. Dur-
ing his address, Jake discussed his experiences as a 
test pilot, and how mass properties infl uences his prep-
arations before a fl ight. He also made some sugges-
tions that we as a discipline might incorporate to help 
improve pilot workload.

Summary reports from the industry committees follow. 
Detailed minutes of each Industry Committee meeting 
can be found in the committee’s SAWE NextCloud fold-
er (https://www.sawe.org/nextcloud).

Civil Aircraft 

Session Chair: Mike Byham
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Jake Howard Addresses the SAWE During the Standards and Practices Luncheon

Review the background of A-04, history of AC120-27F  
- Mike Byham:

• SAPOE does not have the ability to publish papers 
like SAWE does.

• Latin/south America relies on FAA AC.
• What does EASA do? EASA is relying on diff erent 

set of data (similar to NHANEs?). EASA is in line 
with previous FAA revisions. Need to reach out to 
EASA and fi nd out what their plans are (i.e., are 
they planning to go down the same path as FAA 
did or provide weights?)

• The RP does not cover how the data is shared 
between operators and OEMs. That would be the

       future RP?
• Review the contents of the RP A-04 by sections. 

Goes from planning the survey, determine sample 
size and executing the survey. Cover Appendix A 
related to SAPOE NHANES analysis (discussion 
need to be had to maintain revision control).

• Can the AC reference the RP in future revision? 

Think it is possible.
• What impacts is it on small operators? Based on 

pax weight, it causes issues with CG
      variability...creating balance issue...addressed by  
      CG curtailment.

• Asked about how often NHANES data is updated? 
Answer was typically every three years. Other 
parts of NHANES (not weights, but person “size” 
(i.e., waist size, height)) may be applicable for 
such as seat weight, basic seat geometry etc.

• Comment made that Ryanair with 737-8200 that 
carry 200 people, but reality is 190-192.

• Reviewed next steps:
1. SAPOE/SAWE MOU
2. SAPOE peer review + SAWE TC review
3. SAWE public draft review
4. Prepare fi nal draft

Avix “WoW” System (Weight on Wheels) – Kirk Nance 
• Human factors everywhere 
• Airlines charge for checked bags, so pax get cre-
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ative to pack carry-on to avoid fees 

• Spring weight of the aircraft rest upon 3 pockets of 
compressed gases 

• Two types - axles defl ection & strut pressure (older 
tech) 

• Avix System 
• Piezoelectric crystal/diaphragm 
• Typical pressure range 1800 psi 
• Burst rated 12500 psi 
• No recalibration required
• MTBF – exceeds the aircraft life

• Previously, the system provided a single snap-shot 
for the measured weight/CG of a stationary aircraft 
before departure – today the system continually 
analyzes weight as aircraft taxis as well

• Lot of questions regarding the system, how it 
works, how it operates, validation, repairs. From 
operator perspective, it is more accurate, better 
performance.

• “More aft the CG, the more fuel effi  cient the aircraft 
can fl y saving cost in fuel"

Ground Vehicles 

Session Chair: Andy Shuster

Andy presented a status of committee activities to a 
sparsely attended session.

RP-G-1 Final – Mass Properties Control of Ground Ve-
hicles

• This was revised by Stacie Machinsky to refl ect 
comments by Bill Boze. There are still things that 
could be improved, but this could be a future revi-
sion.

RP G-2 – Terminology

• Review SAE defi nition document as a starting 
point. If it is adequate then just reference that doc-
ument in our G-2 document.  If not add defi nitions 
to the SAE document or in G-2.

Other RPs

• G-3 Passenger Weight
• G-4 Calculation methods for acceleration, turning, 

etc required by RP G-1

Update on the GV section of the SAWE MPE Handbook

• Perhaps Damian Yañez can be asked to give a 
short presentation and a copy of the chapter for 
the committee to review.

Research Topics – Technical Papers

• What could be the topic of Master, PHD projects?
• What papers could someone write that fi ll in the 

gaps on knowledge to create RPs such as G-3 
and G-4 above?

PMPE Questions

• Create a list or plan to create questions for a GV 
PMPE exam.  Dirk Petersen can give a presen-
tation on CMPE. Document CA-1 outlines the re-
quirements for a PMPE.  

GV Textbook 
 

• Create a textbook or collection of good GV or 
other industry SAWE papers that could be sold by 
SAWE to PMPE and EMPE candidates.

Election of Offi  cers

Identify and elect 3 Co-Chairs to lead the committee to 
accomplish the things identifi ed above.

Marine

Session Chair: Greg Roach

1. Digital Inclinings for the Digital Age

There has been a push to replace manual instruments 
with digital instruments or other tools.  Some require-
ments allow for digital equipment, some still require 
pendulums or other non-electronic means.  Latest ver-
sion of the ASTM standard says that digital equipment 
is allowed but a pendulum is still required.  NNS ex-
plained how their inclines work with their inclinometers.
Discussion of using the Ship’s gyros (Ingalls).  Could 
we use that?  Larry Skinner has said we have good 
agreement between the ship’s gyro and the inclinom-
eters, but the government would have to approve.  And 
of course the ship would have to have that equipment 
operational.  Robert Allan Ltd. also uses pendulums, or 
u-tubes.  

Ingalls was wondering if we could buy a digital incli-
nometer, the ASTM does not go far enough as to rec-
ommend a particular type.  Theresa Mandl notes that 
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they use digital inclinometers and they get pretty good 
results.  A lot of people seem interested in using digital 
inclinometers.

Drones for draft readings.  Nobody does this, but we 
think that the idea has merit.  NNS for one would love to 
get out of having to read drafts from a tube with people 
in small boats.  There is an open (or at least very recent) 
US Navy SBIR for autonomous draft determination.

Does using digital tools reduce cost?  Not sure you 
get much of a cost savings.  The drone idea is kind of 
attractive but there are a lot of issues there…cleaning 
draft marks, the security problems of bringing in a drone 
to a government/private facility…etc.  Digital inclinom-
eters also get out of calibration.  What if you get out to 
a ship and the tool you are using is out of spec?  While 
there are many unknowns and questions with respect to 
drone use, there seems to be a lot of support for trying 
out some digital inclinometers in addition to our current 
non-digital tool sets.  Though there is no offi  cial action 
here.

SBIR time line – on the website there is only a descrip-
tion.  The completion date was close (it was still active a 
short time ago).  Hopefully we will see some documen-
tation come out of that.

2. Moments of Inertia & Gyradius

Gyradii are often required for testing purposes.  Values 
are required before the ship design/weights are really 
mature enough to determine those.  There are sever-
al SAWE papers dedicated to the topic (2013, 2171, 
3399).  Not a lot of people present at this meeting have 
a lot of experience with this.  Runar Aasen notes that 
you can use the weight database for this.  Or at least 
you can get close to it.  And it can be easier to derive 
the gyradii that way then it is otherwise.

3. Parametric Weight Estimation

Aasen gives a presentation on parametric equations 
and weight estimations, best practices.  Estimation on 
detailed levels is necessary.  There are complex meth-
ods and simple methods – simple methods are often 
best and recommended.  Complex methods tend to try 
and incorporate “everything” in one formula, like esti-
mating all of the steel in one go.  It becomes diffi  cult to 
understand what is going on and you lose track of what 
the equation is trying to do; diffi  cult to know if your esti-
mation actually makes sense.

Ideally, simple approaches are based on scaling factors 
that are determined by several diff erent vessels.  Re-
gression on historical data, look for curve fi ts, etc. etc.  
Plotting the k factor on your y-axis is also recommended 
– it takes the dimensions of the curve down by one, i.e. 
a second degree polynomial for weight plots as a line 
when you plot the k values.  

Regression based on historical data also can give you 
a sense of the uncertainty of what you are estimating.  

Best practices for parametrics include:

• Have enough relevant reference ships
• Independent weight estimation of subgroups of the 

lightship weight (using a weight breakdown struc-
ture)

• Sound judgement to the regression analysis
• Application of a risk assessment
• Organize and structure your weight data

We were also given an example of a weight estimation 
that went wrong.  The lesson here is that regression 
must be based on relevant ships…similar class, similar 
purposes (in this particular case an ocean-going pas-
senger versus coastal passenger), similar sizes.
A discussion on how diff erent industries use parametric 
equations ensues.

4. Paper 3776 - Harnessing Historical Company Data 
for Estimating Weights

It’s noted that this was given in the technical presenta-
tion yesterday.  No additional discussion.

5. Surface Ship Availability Weight Reporting

For NNS – for new construction it is very well built into 
the contract.  For a maintenance or fl eet support con-
tract it is a diff erent story, it is often vague as to wheth-
er or not a weight report is required…the government 
needs to request that, but the government never knows 
they want to request it, it is hard to know who pulls that 
trigger.  Ingalls tends to fall back on the General Speci-
fi cations for Overhaul of Surface Ships (GSO).  They 
have no gray area on what they are supposed to be 
doing.  

Ingalls talks about how they do it, which is similar to the 
way the 688 planning yard is set up except they mostly 
compile the weight data themselves…whereas in the 
688 world that data is supplied via a submarine weight 
report that comes from the executing yard.  They also 
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re-baseline ships a lot more, doing inclines more often.
Ships that Ingalls are responsible for tend not to all track 
together after they are delivered.  They are all diff erent.  
They all get diff erent things added to them through-
out their life.  Sometimes even the contracted weight 
of items doesn’t even really match the actual weight of 
items (helicopters, missiles, etc.).

Process for developing the reports: look at the GSO.
Do we need an RP for weight reports?  Any value in 
developing an in-service weight report RP? Perhaps.
The commercial marine world doesn’t seem to work 
with these kind of weight reports as much.

6. Estimating Costs from Weight

Frequently not the responsibility of the MPE, however 
weights are commonly used for costing.

At NNS the cost engineering department does ask us 
for weights – but they tend to use them more for labor 
estimates then for material costs.  Hours/ton is a metric 
that is used to keep track of costs.  You have to be care-
ful when you give that kind of data out, occasionally ask 
what it is being used for.

Earlier in the design stage the commercial yards do in-
terface with the cost departments.

Robert Allan Ltd. notes that tugboats need to be over-
designed, so it is diffi  cult to optimize structure.  They are 
trying to reduce the number of parts, simplify things, de-
sign for producibility, rather than trying to reduce weight 
to save money.

Roach mentioned that the fi rst stop by the costing de-
partment is to the weights department.  Partly because 
it is the most consolidated list of what it is going to take 
to build the ship.  What the costing department does 
with the weights is not certain.  It gets very proprietary 
once you start talking costs, and cost models, etc.

How else are weights used outside of cost – it’s impor-
tant to know them to build the ship.  Lifts, fi xtures, facil-
ity limitations, all have to do with weights and centers.

7. Mass Properties Engineer Certifi cation

Discussion of the basic idea behind it.  A credential that 
just goes beyond your experience.  There are some 
questions – do we see the value in it?  Does the certifi -
cation expire?  There are still a lot of open ends, things 
that the certifi cation program is still trying to sort out.

The cost is $300 total….$150 to take the exam, and a 
$150 application fee. 

[ Later in the session ]

Roach welcomes Dirk Petersen to the session for some 
additional discussion on MPE certifi cations.  Petersen 
does confi rm that we need to get recertifi ed.  But it is not 
sure how the committee will do that.  New test?  What 
have you done in the past 5 years?  Have you kept up 
with developments?  The thinking is we will recertify in 
5 years, but we are not sure how.

There are sample questions on the SAWE website.  
They are multiple choice questions.  PMPE and EMPE 
need interviews (?).

Testing is online.  It will be four times a year – the next 
is scheduled in August.  If there is suffi  cient interest in 
certifi cation it could be theoretically at any time.

What do we need to test for expert and professional 
mass properties engineers?  And we would like some 
questions/answers and we need someone to be on the 
question and answer team.  

The fi rst version of the associate level is done.  There 
are 200 questions, and there are enough questions for 
all fi elds in that exam.  But in the future, we will need 
more.  For one, we will need new versions of the AMPE 
exam, but we need to generate questions for the pro-
fessional and expert levels.

8. SAWE RP12/M-1 Updates

We have formally begun the process.  Roach applied to 
the Corporate Partners (CP) committee if we could do 
it, and they approved the submitted proposal.  The last 
update was in 2013, there is a need to update it fully.  
This would be Rev E.  Changes should not be earth 
shattering, but it is possible that there will be some sub-
stantial updates.

Six people have volunteered for the consensus body at 
present.  It is not too late to join!  We strive for diverse 
representation from across the industry (government, 
military, commercial, large design agents, small design 
agents, etc.).  Current document is very much focused 
on naval combatants.  We are looking for some repre-
sentation from small and medium shipyards.

We are hoping to have the new revision of M-1 out by 
the 2023 Conference.
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There will be a monthly meeting for the next 3 months 
to help support this eff ort.  Roach to establish a meeting 
time and credentials to host the Consensus Body (CB) 
at a minimum, but all others are welcome to join upon 
request – let Roach know.

Who uses it: Coast Guard, and MSC both use it, as well 
as on select commercial projects.

9. General Marine IC Discussion

Roach asked of the Group: How can we [the Marine 
IC] add value?  What can the IC be doing diff erently or 
better?  What can the Co-chairs be doing diff erently or 
better?  More communication?  Less?

Co-Chairs will try to be more communicative.  We were 
not being non-communicative, there just was not a lot 
of stuff  happening.

What kind of stuff  can we talk about throughout the 
year to keep everyone engaged?  There is not much 
of a relationship outside of these face to face meetings.  
Should we start doing a once a quarter dial in meet-
ing?  May be diffi  cult with all the diff erent time zones to 
consider.

When it comes to large weight surveys, we try to make 
sure we are spending the right amount of time on the 
right amount of things.  Where do you focus?

Some discussion on how oversight is handled for com-
mercial inclining.

Technical Papers don’t have to be too technical.  Some 
of those non-technical papers are actually tremendous-
ly benefi cial and useful.  They can be simple, not over-
complicated, don’t need to be PhD level type stuff .

At the board of directors meeting – we are not paying 
to be part of ANSI any longer.  All Marine RPs have 
already been updated to remove reference to ANSI (RP 
M-4 was the only document).

10. Open discussion

Discussion of a quarterly meeting.  Usefulness of this.  
How do we get new members?  We’ve been trying 
through LinkedIn and other avenues.  MailChimp follow 
ups on training and such.  Mandl noted that she only 
learned about the SAWE by googling it – had a question 
about weight engineering and googled it.  She had to 

fi nd us, as opposed to us fi nding her.

How do we fi nd prospective members/participants?  Do 
we need to send people to other conferences from oth-
er organizations?

Roach noted he learned about SAWE when fi rst given 
RP 12 for use on a project.  Fred Brown noted that he 
only learned about it when he was looking for a job.  
Corporate membership will hopefully feed in some new 
members.

What about SNAME?  We have some joint ventures 
that are ongoing.  Most societies are open to collabora-
tion, but it can be a challenge to generate documenta-
tion that everyone can collectively by-in to.  We do have 
some people who participate in both societies (Davy 
Hansch is a good example).  There are opportunities 
there for some collaboration.

Military Aircraft

Session Chairs: Melissa Gray, USAF & Jonathan Cur-
tis, Lockheed Martin.

The primary focus of the day was on our current SAWE 
RPs.  Committee chair, Melissa Gray, wanted to make 
sure SAWE is positioning Mass Properties Engineers 
in the Military Aircraft community for success.  There 
are currently 6 RPs associated with the Military Aircraft 
Committee.  An overview of each RP was provided, and 
discussions were had on each RP: who uses the RP, 
does it need updating, were you aware that this SAWE 
RP existed, and the possibility of working with other 
committees (i.e. Civil Aircraft) on the crossover of our 
RPs.

The meeting notes are broken down into the discus-
sions that occurred for each RP:

• RP-100, 2009: Vendor Weight Control for the Air-
craft Industry (Civil Aircraft RP)
• Should be considered for future incorporation 

in Military Aircraft (Whidy Kiskunas) 
• RP-100 doesn't have a standard format; 

SAWE RP A-12 (Standard Weight Report for 
Aviation Components) does, and so maybe 
should be used in lieu of (Jeff  Vaughn)

• RP-6, 1999: Standard Coordinate Systems for 
Reporting the Mass Properties of Flight Vehicles
• Boeing, Lockheed Martin, others said they 

used the clause in the RP-6 that allows 
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for customers to use their own coordinate 
system 

• Recommendation to update RP-6 to cur-
rent RP standards (tabled for later discus-
sion) 

• Recommendation to consult with missiles and 
space to review overlap between RP-6 and 
RP-9,10,16

• Considerable overlap exists between RPs

• RP-7, 2004: Mass Properties Management and 
Control for Military Aircraft 
• This RP is the standard; used by all compa-

nies
• This RP is currently sitting with draft and 

comments nearly adjudicated.  Melissa Gray 
showed some of the comments that still need-
ed a consensus of agreement on whether or 
not to implement or not.  Committee agreed 
this would be tabled until fi rst meeting post-
conference.  This would allow everyone to 
look at the RP and comments simultaneously 
and provide an opinion.

• Military Aircraft Committee focused on pub-
lishing an updated RP-7 this year

• RP-8, 2015a: Weight and Balance Data Report-
ing Forms for Aircraft (including Rotorcraft and Air-
Breathing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles)
• Is there a place that members can access the 

redline changes from the last revisions?
• RP-8 is administered diff erently across pro-

grams 
• In the absence of Post Design Weight Analy-

sis Reports, does RP-8 / AN coding become 
less useful?
• Digital / database technology makes keep-

ing the data for later post-design weight 
analysis easier

• RP-8 reporting is still being used for Calcu-
lated and Actual weight reports

• Recommend thinking about a standard 
graph/visual format for weight status report-
ing similar to tables in RPs today (Vaughn)

• Break out Part 3 and make a new RP that 
covers visual / graphic  

• RP A-11, 2015: Personnel Qualifi cation Require-
ments – Operational Weight and Balance Control 
for Military Aircraft
• Recommend to point to A-11 in the next TO 

1-1B-50 revision for contractor personnel cer-

tifi cation
• RP A-12, 2016: Standard Weight Report for Avia-

tion Components
• RP-100 references the vendor template in RP 

A-12; explore the relationship between the 
two 

• Intended for suppliers to get data to 
OEMs 

  
• RP A-13, 2015: Weighing Reconciliation Tech-

niques for Military Aircraft
• Recommend for Military Leads associated 

with TO 1-1B-50 to explore option to reference 
in the Technical Order/Technical Manual up-
date

• Pull from this RP for CMPE questions 
• Needs to be part of Tom Oole's Aircraft Weight 

and Balance Measurement course 

• Explore RP to cover component / supplier part 
weighing -- needed to validate part weights
• Diff erence between major components for 

production control  vs supplier  
• Needs to cover TO kits, major components, 

and suppliers
• Needs to stay generic (photo documentation, 

unwrapping/unboxing parts, scale tolerance vs 
weighed value, tooling/fi xture weight) 

• General Discussion on bridging the gap between 
Civil Aircraft and Military Aircraft
• Daunting task, but needs to be consid-

ered 
• Abundance of issues between terminology 

(weight empty, empty weight, basic weight, 
manufacturing weight, etc) that leads to air-
worthiness and certifi cation diffi  culties

• FAA does not have a standard that covers the 
development and design phase

• Modifi cation weight report discussion 
• Have a need to get this into requirements so 

that the customer is not just receiving an RP-8 
reports, but also reports on what is changing 
(Vaughn) 

• Also need something governing mission anal-
ysis (loadings, airworthiness)

• Suggestion to maybe call out another RP in 
RP-7 or modify RP A-8 to address some of 
those issues 

• ECP weight statement with additional stuff  in 
lieu of RPs
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• Risk discussion - How does the industry assess 
risk  
• Weight quality, technical, air system
• Marine industry has RP that quantifi es how to 

determine weight margins 
• AIAA S120 2015 paper - mass growth allow-

ance 
• RP-3A 

• Questions for CMPE Exam  
• Committee was requested to provide ques-

tions for CMPE Exam.  After some discus-
sions, committee pointed to a few subjects 
that could provide good questions:
• Pull some questions from the reconciliation 
fi shbone 

• Include a question from RP-8A coding
• Did not pull together any exact questions dur-

ing the meeting, but agreed that this would be 
a topic of discussion at fi rst post-conference 
meeting to ensure CMPE Committee has 
questions from the Military Aircraft Committee 
by the end of the summer

Missiles and Space

Session Chair: Richard Manning

• Talk session – talk about anything and everything. 
Introductions. What has helped you? What has 
frustrated you? Where should Missiles and Space 
go next?
• Learned that people were there to learn about 

S&P, not assist editing the RPs.

• Status of RP A6 and RP 16.
• RP 16 in work to conform to the latest writing 

standards TO-3
• Session went over A6 pretty much line by line:

• Consider order of POIs
• Mass properties defi nition at conception
• Accessibility of reference surface
• Inertia Tensor section expansion for Space 

(Amanda Cutwright had brought this up in 
the past)

• Verifi cation of Inertia Tensors at end of 
document

• Compare to past revisions of the document

• Survey of RP A3 training topics
• Work on this dropped since the last confer-

ence. Should we do the survey at the confer-
ence or do an email blast and report the re-
sults at the conference? With only 6 people 
there and not familiar with Pat Borden’s ideas 
for training modules, a survey was not con-
ducted.

• Paul Kennedy mentioned having one training 
for management and another for engineers

• New projects
• We went over RP A9 somewhat, but without 

John Nakai it was unclear what exactly needs 
to be done to move this forward.

• Work on revising the AIAA S-120A-2015 
(2019) MGA and Mass Margins recommenda-
tions? Not discussed at the conference.

• Certifi cation questions? None taken. Action item 
for Wayne to take it to his chapter.

• Elections: not done

Off shore

Session Chair: Robert Hundl

Due to limited attendance the planned agenda was de-
ferred to the next committee meeting planned for later 
this summer.  We had Zoom meeting lines open to aid 
in committee members to join into the discussions. One 
joined via the Zoom interface, two others had trouble 
connecting and were unable to join.  However, we did 
have a volunteer (Dipo Olomo) for the 1 year co-chair 
position.  We will vote at the next meeting to confi rm 
him as a co-leader for the committee.  Robert Hundl 
will continue in the 2yr co-chair position.  The 3yr co-
leader position is still open.  An aerospace person came 
to the committee to better understand our activities and 
industry.  Most of the discussion during the committee 
time were to address his questions.  Dirk Petersen also 
came to the committee to ask for the committee to cre-
ate more questions for the higher level MPE certifi ca-
tions for off shore.  

Opposite (Top to Bottom):  Tom Oole During a 
Training Session; Runar Aasen of B&A Software 
Gives a Presentation on Weight Control and 
B&A Software's Suite of Software Solutions for 
Weight Control
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From Above, Clockwise:  A Concept Model of a Supersonic 
Aircraft by Boom; a Conference Goer Speaks with 
Representatives from Lockheed Martin;  Jerry McMillan, of 
Boeing, Addresses the Conference during a Technical Session.
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Honors and Awards
Each year the Society of Allied Weight Engineers seeks to recognize individuals who have made outstanding 
contributions to the Mass Properties Engineering fi eld and/or have strongly supported the Society on a sustained 
basis. The Awards Committee leads this task and consists of Honorary Fellows who solicit nominations and present 
recommendations for approval to the SAWE Board of Directors.

As per our constitution and bylaws, the committee reviews nominations and then votes on the candidates we deem 
qualifi ed to present to the Board of Directors for fi nal approval. We are indebted to those society members who took 
the time to recognize a fellow SAWE member as a potential awardee. Compilation and completion of the awardee 
nomination form is not a trivial task.

Thomas Tanner Speaks During the Awards Banquet

Fellow and Honorary Fellow Awards

The title of SAWE Fellow is bestowed upon those who have achieved distinction in Mass Properties Engineering or 
who have materially contributed to the advancement of the Society.  Honorary Fellows are those who have achieved 
eminence in Mass Properties Engineering or have made outstanding contributions to the advancement of the So-
ciety.  Fellows and Honorary Fellows are nominated by their peers, vetted by the Awards Committee, and fi nally 
voted on by the Board of Directors.
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Brian Wiegand holds a BSME degree from the Pratt In-
stitute and began his career in 1969, over 53 years ago.  

He has cross industry experience working in Marine, 
Aerospace, and Ground Vehicles.  He has worked 
on Minuteman III MIRV ECM (chaff  ejector), DD-963 
Spruance Class Destroyers, FFG-7 Perry Class Frig-
ates, Vertical Launching Systems (for which he was a 
Mass Properties Lead), E-2C, C-2, F-14, EA-6B, A-6E, 
DDG-51 Class Destroyers and PFG-2/ACS (Republic of 
China ships).  He has worked at companies like Northrop 
Grumman, Grumman Aerospace, Martin Marietta, Gibbs 
and Cox, and others.

Brian has  written over 11 SAWE papers (one of which 
won a Mike Hackney Award and another of which gar-
nered a special merit award), has written 8 SAWE Jour-
nal Articles, developed a SAWE training class and been 
an instructor, and helped with the Handbook rewrite. 
 
Brian has served for along time as a chapter offi  cer, 
though recently has been a member at large.  He is also   
a licensed PE for New York State.

Brian has been a dedicated SAWE member for many 
years and has never stopped passing on his knowledge 
to the society.  

Brian Wiegand Accepts his Fellow Award from Pat Brown

SAWE Fellow
Brian Wiegand
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Dirk Petersen began his career with mandatory military 
service, becoming a licensed aeroengine mechanic and 
performing maintenance on an F-104G Starfi ghter.  He 
then spent a brief time at Lufthansa in the weights depart-
ment while attending school at Polytechnics.  

Dirk spent 34 years with Airbus working on a variety of 
aircraft models.  He accomplished the A340-300 use 
of empty space for passenger accommodations, was 
the A350 Lead, and accomplished the  1st detailed top 
down breakdown for the A380.  He also developed and 
gave internal newcomer weights training, has worked 
on weight saving activities with suppliers, and was 

nominated as an Airbus Mass Properties Expert for 
Cabin and Cargo in 2013.

Dirk participated in his fi rst SAWE European confer-
ence in the early 2000’s. He was active in planning the 
Hamburg conference that was unfortunately cancelled 
due to Covid. He took over the lead for the SAWE MPE 
Certifi cation Program and has successfully implemented 
the 1st phase of certifi cation testing, for which he earned 
a President's Award in 2021.  

In addition to his work for the SAWE, Dirk enjoys private 
fl ying, travelling, cycling, and badminton.

Pat Brown Presents Dirk Petersen with a SAWE Fellow Award

SAWE Fellow
Dirk Petersen
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Harold Smoot holds a BSEE from BYU and is approved 
by the US Air Force, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard 
as an instructor.  

Harold  has spent 27 years at Lockheed Martin on opera-
tional weight and balance for military aircraft, including 
Automated Weight and Balance (AWBS) and Automated 
Form F (AFF) used by all US military and by militaries 
in over 40+ countries.  He spent thousands of hours 
upgrading this system to support the 5th generation 
fi ghter F-35 that requires tracking of full mass properties.  
Prior to Lockheed, he worked at General Dynamics as 
a Lead Software Test Engineer for the F16 HUD, where 
he invented the F-16 Automated Form F, which was 
revolutionary at the time.

Harold is the current President of the Kitty Hawk Chapter, 
where he has been an active member for 25 years, hav-
ing held many offi  ces in the past.  

Harold  has written one SAWE paper and has done 
AWBS training at SAWE conferences, on-site locations, 
and virtually - earning SAWE over $100K in revenue 
since 2002.  He has numerous awards from Lockheed 
Martin, received the Tom Oole Award at the Worldwide 
Weight and Balance conference at Wright Patterson AFB 
for outstanding contributions to military weight and bal-
ance, became a SAWE Fellow in 2015, and was awarded 
the 2018 SAWE Training award.

Harold Smoot Recieves his Honorary Fellow Award from Pat Brown

SAWE Honorary Fellow
Harold Smoot
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David Tellet holds a Bachelor of Ocean Engineering and 
a Master in Systems Engineering. He has worked in the 
weights and stability fi eld for over 30 years.  He devel-
oped and instituted a journeyman knowledge checklist 
that serves as a measuring stick for all who support 
submarine mass properties, and retired from Naval Sea 
Systems Command as the Technical Warrant Holder for 
Submarine Weight Control and Stability.  
  
David Tellet  has written 19 papers, 4 winning the Mike 
Hackney Best Paper award.  

He is an active member of the Capital Region Chapter 
and has held many offi  ces.  He served as the 2015 
International Conference Chair, 2004 Regional 

Chair, and has been on the Standards and Practices 
committees and Scholarship committees in the past.  

In 2021, he wrote the Best Journal Article “Can Good 
Acquisition and Good Engineering Happily Coexist?”.  
He designed, co-edited, and contributed to the Marine 
Vehicle Weight Engineering Textbook. David Tellet also 
edited the chapter on mass properties measurement 
for the Wiley Measurement Handbook, and wrote the 
Technical Overview document TO-1.  

He’s received numerous Presidents, Best Website, and 
Best Newsletter awards.

Pat Brown Accepts the Honorary Fellow Award on Behalf of David Tellet

SAWE Honorary Fellow
David Tellet
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Richard Boynton 
Lifetime Achievement Award

David Tellet 

Prior to the 2022 Conference, the Richard Boynton Life-
time Achievement Award had only been awarded fi ve 
times in the history of the SAWE.

In 2022, David Tellet was nominated and became the 

sixth person to receive this award, another milestone in 
an incredible career marked by numerous and ongoing 
contributions to the SAWE. 

David Tellet has demonstrated long term service to the 
Society and has a passion for sharing his knowledge 
through the large volume of writings that he has con-
tributed to – papers, textbooks, handbooks, and more.  

Congratulations to David Tellet on earning this presti-
gious award!  

Richard Boynton Lifetime Achievement Award
Richard Boynton, both personally and through his company, Space Electronics, has been a long-time supporter of 
and contributor to the Society of Allied Weight Engineers. As a prominent colleague and personal friend of many 
members, the Society instituted an award in 2010 to honor his contributions and legacy as a member of this or-
ganization. This ongoing award keeps Mr. Boynton’s legacy alive as an inspiration for our members long after the 
ending of his remarkable career. The Richard Boynton Lifetime Achievement Award will be presented annually (if 
warranted) to a member of SAWE that has demonstrated extraordinarily strong and sustained support of the Society 
over a signifi cant number of years.

David Tellet with his Honorary Fellow and Richard Boynton Lifetime Achievement Awards
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Additional Honors and Awards

The following additional honors and awards were presented at the 2022 Conference:

Publications Awards

Best Chapter Website
Southeast Chapter

Best Journal Article
Robert Zimmerman

Technical Awards

Special Merit Paper
SAWE 3764 by David Tellet and Christine Wujick

Mike Hackney Best Paper
SAWE 3745 by Robert Hundl

President's Awards

Conference Chair
Thomas Tanner & Ross Campbell

RP-07 Development
Dave Bennett

Andreus Schuster
Manuela Bucci
Robert Hundl

CVENT Registration
Peter Stubbers

Outgoing Offi  cers

Darren Gamble - Executive Vice President

Student Awards

Student Award Best Paper
1st - SAWE S3770 Pietro Stabilie

2nd - SAWE S3767 Emma Markovich
3rd - SAWE S3760 Yiyuan Ma

 Student Award Best Presentation
1st - SAWE S3799 Christl Hayley
2nd - SAWE S3763 Miguel Nuño
3rd - SAWE S3770 Pietro Stabile

Darren Gamble is Recognized for 
his Service as Outgoing Executive 

Vice President
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Right: Christl Hayley is 
Recognized for Having the Best 
Student Presentation by Dr. Donna 
Gerren and Pat Brown

Below: Thomas Tanner and 
Ross Campbell Show off  their 
Conference Co-Chair Awards
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SAWE 2022 Scholarship Awards
The SAWE was very pleased to award fi ve scholarships to very well deserving students at the 2022 International 
Conference in Savannah.  They included two memorial scholarships in the memory of Patrick Borden and Jim Val-
entine.  A scholarship in honor of Dirk Petersen was also awarded, in recognition of the excellent work he continues 
to do for the SAWE Mass Properties Engineering Certifi cation Program.  

Also included was the 2022 Frank Fong Memorial Scholarship, provided by the family of past-president Frank Fong 
for children or grandchildren of SAWE members who are pursuing a technical degree.  

Finally, the South East Chapter provided a scholarship as hosts of the 2022 SAWE Conference.

2022 SAWE Patrick Borden Memorial 
Scholarship Winner - Mary Hopkins

Mary Hopkins will be a freshman this year at 
the University of Cincinnati, where she will be 
majoring in Theater Design and Production with 
an emphasis in Technical Direction.

2022 SAWE Jim Valentine Memorial 
Scholarship Winner - Serena Yañez

Serena Yañez is getting ready for her senior year 
at Maryville Universtiy.   She is earning a bachelor 

of science degree with a major in Nursing.
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Honors and Awards

2022 SAWE Dirk Petersen Scholarship 
Winner - Connor Maloney

Connor Maloney will be a sophomore this 
upcoming academic year at Towson University, 
where he is studying Business Administration.

2022 Frank Fong Memorial Scholarship 
Winner - Johnathan Notarangelo

Johnathan Notarangelo will be a sophomore this 
year at the University of California, Irvine.  He is 

studying Aerospace Engineering.

2022 SAWE Conference Local Chapter 
Scholarship - Parsa Farizy

Parsa Farizy will be a Freshman this year at 
Clemson University.  He will be pursuing a 
Bachelor of Science, majoring in Computer 
Science Engineering
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2022 Conference Attendance List
Name .........................................................Affi  liation ............................................................................... SAWE Chapter
Runar Aasen ..............................................B&A Software AS ................................................................ Central European
Douglas Baldwin ........................................ The Boeing Company .......................................................... Member at Large
Matthew Barbetta ...................................... The Boeing Company ................................................................ Non-Member
Gary Bazzell ..............................................People Team .............................................................................. Non-Member
Sorin Beschia ............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Rajesh Bishnoi...........................................Altair ..................................................................................... Member at Large
Donald Bliven ............................................ FRCSW ...................................................................................... Non-Member
Diane Blocker ............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Wayne Blocker .......................................... Jacobs Technology...........................................................................Huntsville
Jason Booth...............................................Boeing .................................................................................................. Seattle
Chris Bowser .............................................Self ...........................................................................................Capital Region
Donna Boze ...............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
William Boze ..............................................HII - NNS ............................................................................... Hampton Roads
Eric Bradley ...............................................General Atomics ASI .......................................................................San Diego
Brandi Brashear.........................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Vicki Britt ....................................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Fred Brown ................................................HII - NNS ............................................................................... Hampton Roads
Kimberly Brown .........................................SAWE ............................................................................................. Gulf Coast
Pat Brown ..................................................Northrop Grumman Corporation .....................................Florida Space Coast
Mike Byham ...............................................American Airlines ................................................................................... Texas
Ross Campbell ..........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation. .................................. South East Region
David Cash ................................................HII - NNS ............................................................................... Hampton Roads
Isabelle Chavarie .......................................Archer Aviation .................................................................. South East Region
Temujin Ching ............................................ 210 RQS .................................................................................... Non-Member
Michelle Connors-Heyward .......................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Santiago Cortina ........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Adam Cox ..................................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Johnathan Curtis ....................................... Lockheed Martin .................................................................................... Texas
Heather Deagle .........................................HII - Ingalls ................................................................................. Non-Member
Ray DelDin ................................................Altair ..................................................................................... Member at Large
Enrique DeLeon.........................................Amentum .................................................................................... Non-Member
Chandan Deol............................................Robert Allan Ltd. .................................................................................Canada
Vinh Dinh ...................................................Aerospace Corporation ...................................................................San Diego
Dave Dunlap .............................................. The Boeing Company ................................................................ Non-Member
Donald England .........................................Amentum .................................................................................... Non-Member
Farid Farizy ................................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation .................................. South  East Region
Randy Fikkan.............................................B&A Software AS ................................................................ Central European
Doug Fisher ...............................................Collins Aerospace ...........................................................................San Diego
David Foote ............................................... 812 AMXS .................................................................................. Non-Member
Karen Fox ..................................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Ron Fox .....................................................Retired .........................................................................................Los Angeles
Darren Fritz ................................................USAF Life Cycle Management Center Robins AFB .......... South East Region
Darren Gamble ..........................................Spirit Aerosystems ..............................................................................Canada
Marcus Garza ............................................ Lockheed Martin Aerospace ..................................................Rocky Mountain 
Donna Gerren ............................................University of Colorado Boulder ..............................................Rocky Mountain
Melissa Gray..............................................United States Airforce .....................................................................Kitty Hawk
Thomas Greiner.........................................Boom Technology............................................................... Members at Large
Beverly Haley ............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Christl Haley ..............................................University of Colorado Boulder .................................................. Non-Member
John Hargrave ...........................................Northrop Grumman (retired) ........................................................Los Angeles
Kirk Hatcher ...............................................US Army Systems Readiness Directorate ................................. Non-Member
Bruce Hays ................................................ShipWeight USA.......................................................................Capitol Region
Nathan Hewitt ............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Pearce Hopkins .........................................HII - Ingalls ..................................................................................... Gulf Coast
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Name .........................................................Affi  liation ............................................................................... SAWE Chapter
Jake Howard..............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Kimberly Hundl ..........................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Robert Hundl ............................................. Fluor Enterprises, Inc. ........................................................................ Houston
Cyril Janecek .............................................Amentum .................................................................................... Non-Member
Lindsay Johnston.......................................Robert Allan Ltd. .................................................................................Canada
Etan Karni ..................................................Radia, Inc. ..............................................................................Rocky Mountain
Ernest Keen ...............................................US Amry DEVCOM AvMC..................................................... Hampton Roads
Kim Kennedy .............................................Guest ......................................................................................................None
Paul Kennedy ............................................Space Electronics LLC ......................................................... Member at Large
Vidas Kiskunas ..........................................Collins Aerospace ...............................................................................Canada
John Knolwes ............................................Columbus AFB ........................................................................... Non-Member
Jim Kowalski ..............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ..............................Gulfstream Aerospace
Robert Leuzarder.......................................SUPSHIP Groton ....................................................................... Non-Member
Luis Alberto Lopez .....................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Gail Maijala ................................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Glen Maijala............................................... Lockheed Martin Aeronautics ................................................... Mojave Desert
Theresa Mandl........................................... Fr. Lürssen Werft GmbH & Co. KG ..................................... Central European
Richard Manning ....................................... The Aerospace Corporation .........................................................Los Angeles
Nicholas Marickovich .................................HII - NNS ............................................................................... Hampton Roads
Tapan Mazumdar .......................................CACI ........................................................................................Capital Region
Nathan McCanna.......................................Northgrop Grumman - Aerospace Structures .......................... Mojave Desert
Darrin McCloud..........................................M2 Consulting ......................................................................................Wichita
Joshua McElveen ......................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Patrick McIntyre ......................................... Intercomp Company ............................................................................ Arizona
Charles Mclaren ........................................BAE Systems ............................................................................. Non-Member
Jerry McMillan ........................................... The Boeing Company ................................................................ Non-Member
Heather McNicholas ..................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Robin Miller................................................Raytheon M&D .................................................................................... Arizona
Kirk Nance .................................................Avix Aero ................................................................................................ Texas
Teresa Nance ............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
David Nguyen ............................................ Lockheed Martin Space ............................................................. Non-Member
Miguel Nuño ..............................................RWTH Aachen University.................................................................... Student
Tim O'Neil ..................................................US Army Systems Readiness Directorate .......................................Huntsville
Errol Oguzhan ........................................... Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company ................................................ Texas
Sandra Oole ..............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Tom Oole ...................................................Retired ............................................................................................Kitty Hawk
Patrick Pack............................................... FRCSW ...................................................................................... Non-Member
Dirk Petersen .............................................Retired, Airbus Operations GmbH ...................................... Central European
Giorgio Previati ..........................................Politecnico di Milano - Dipartmento di Meccania ................ Central European
Greg Ray ...................................................Bell ......................................................................................................... Texas
Johnny Redman ........................................ Intercomp Company ............................................................. Member at Large
Greg Roach ...............................................Gibbs & Cox .............................................................................Capitol Region
Michael Rodriguez .....................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Dan Rowley ...............................................Northrop Grumman ......................................................................Los Angeles
Andy Schuster ...........................................Retired ............................................................................................... Houston
Larry Skinner .............................................HII-Ingalls ....................................................................................... Gulf Coast
Ashley Smith..............................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Evan Smith ................................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Harold Smoot............................................. Lockheed Martin Aeronautics ........................................................... Kittyhawk
John Snow .................................................Blizzard Aerospace .............................................................. Member at Large
Lennon Steadham .....................................HII-Ingalls ....................................................................................... Gulf Coast
Clint Stephenson .......................................S&K Global Solutions / Boeing .......................................................... Houston
Tracy Strand ..............................................General Atomics ASI .......................................................................San Diego
Peter Stubbers...........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
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Name .........................................................Affi  liation ............................................................................... SAWE Chapter
Paul Swiney ...............................................US Army Systems Readiness Directorate ................................. Non-Member
Mark Tannehill ...........................................Boom Technology...................................................................Rocky Mountain
Thomas Tanner ..........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
David Tellet ................................................Retired .....................................................................................Capitol Region
Brian Thompson ........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Carly Toyzan ..............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Vanty Tuttle ................................................Genreal Atomics ASI .................................................................. Non-Member
Kelli Usher .................................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Jeff  Vaughn ................................................US Army ...........................................................................................Huntsville
Christoper Wandell ....................................Northrop Grumman .........................................................Florida Space Coast
Brian Wang ................................................Supernal Advanced Air Mobility ......................................................San Diego
Brian Wiegand ...........................................Northrop Grumman (retired) ................................................ Member at Large
Nikki Williams ............................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ............................................ Non-Member
Christine Wujick .........................................Retired ....................................................................................... Non-Member
Catherine Yañez  .......................................Guest ......................................................................................... Non-Member
Damian Yañez ...........................................Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation ................................... South East Region
Robert Zimmerman.................................... Lockheed Martin - Retired ......................................................Rocky Mountain

Conference Attendees Enjoy a Meal Aboard the Georgia Queen, a 
Savannah Riverboat
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Board of Directors Meeting Minutes

1.00 Order and Roll Call @ 0800 - D. Yañez /B. Boze - President calls meeting to order, makes brief opening   
 remarks, appoints parliamentarian (P. Brown - Rules compliance) and asks Executive Director for    
 Roll Call. 0801 East Coast Time open, D. Yañez, roll call by Bill Boze.

2.00 ANNOUNCE BoD VOTING STRENGTH - B. Boze - Executive Director shows BoD Voting Strength   
 spread sheet to present strength of each chapter and Partners and takes roll using Attendance Vote tab  
 (save as Attendance Vote)

3.00 Quorum Determined - B. Boze - Required by Roberts Rules (Executive Director announces voting   
 strength and declares a quorum present). Quorum established 0806 Eastern Time, 427 voting strength.

 3.10 Perfect Agenda - D. Yañez - President to discuss changes including order. No changes 
  proposed to the agenda by the President.

4.00 BOD Mtg Minutes

 4.10 2020 -2021 BOD Mtg Minutes - B. Boze - Posted in SAWE NextCloud (4.10 - 2021 BoD Mtg -   
  Dtd 5/30/2021) motion to approve: P.Brown. Fred Brown 2nd Motion. Motion Approved.

 4.20 Special BoD Meeting (Aug 3, 2021) Minutes - B. Boze - Posted in SAWE NextCloud (4.20 -   
  2021 August 3 Special BoD Mtg) Errol Oguzhan Motioned to approve: Fred Brown 2nd Motion. 
  Motion approved.

5.00 Offi  cer Reports

 5.10 President's Summary Report - D. Yañez - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.20 Executive Director- B. Boze - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands.

  5.21 Financial Report 2020 - 21 (Restated) - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  5.22 Financial Report 2021 - 22 (no formal review) - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report   
   Stands

  5.23 Proposed Budget 2022 -23 (Preliminary) - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. See Agenda   
   Item 8.30

 5.30 Executive Vice-President- D. Gamble - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.40 Senior Vice-President - F. Brown - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  5.41 2022 Conference- Southeast Region Chapter - D.Yañez - Posted in SAWE NextCloud.  
   See Old business 7.31 for Update. Report Stands

  5.42 2023 Conference - Space Coast Chapter - P. Brown - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. See  
   Old business 7.32 for Update. Report Stands

  5.43 2024 Conference - F. Brown - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands
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 5.50 VP Academic Aff airs- Dr. D. Gerren - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.60 VP Internet Operations- G. Ray - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.70 VP Publications- N. Marickovich - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.80 VP Standards & Practices- D. Fisher - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.90 VP Technical Director- R. Zimmerman - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.100 VP Training- D. Rowley - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 5.101 VP Vendor Relations- C. Stephenson - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

6.00 COMMITTEE REPORTS

 6.10 Standing Committee Reports

  6.11 Academic Committee- Dr. D. Gerren - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.12 Awards Committee- R. Hundl - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.13 Financial Planning- J. Hargrave (Submitted by B. Boze) - Posted in SAWE NextCloud.  
   Report Stands

  6.14 Membership- C. Stephenson - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.15 Projects Committee - R. Hundl for Chapter VP's - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report   
   Stands

  6.16 Technical Committee - R. Zimmerman - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 6.20 Special Committee Reports

  6.21 Conference Budget Committee - F. Brown - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.22 Conference Registration Committee- Angie Emmett - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. 
   Report Stands

  6.23 Constitution and By-Laws- D. Hansch - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.24 Corporate Membership Marketing- D. Gamble - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report   
   Stands

  6.25 Nominating- B. Boze - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.26 Operations Manual- F. Brown -Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.27 Social Media- M. Gray - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

  6.28 Mass Properties Certifi cation Program- D. Petersen - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. 
   Report Stands
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  6.29 SAWE Scholarship - Dr. D. Gerren - Posted in SAWE NextCloud. Report Stands

 6.30 Litigation Committee - J. Hargrave (Hargrave Chair, D. Yañez, B. Boze, E.
  Oguzhan, F. Brown) - Posted in SAWE NextCloud, Report Stands

7.00 OLD BUSINESS

 7.10 Remaining Action Items from 2020 BoD Meeting

  7.11 AI 7.13 - Past Issues of Journal- N. Marickovich - Action: VP Publications get with past  
   VP (Robert Ridenour) and encourage Robert to fi nish converting the journals
   to digital format.  See Report 5.70 - Partially Complete. Damian Yañez has collected 4   
   boxes of Journals in Saint Louis. From there, we will have to fi gure out how to get   
   them digitized. Action: VP Publications to determine manner in which the Journals   
   will get scanned.

  7.12 AI 7.16 - Training - President - VP Training D. Rowley - Action 7.16.A: Develop a class  
   based on RP-3 Mass Properties Control for Space Vehicles - Complete. VP Training   
   plans to redefi ne development areas.  

 7.20 Remaining Action Items from 2021 BoD Meeting

  7,21 AI 8.05 Operations Manual: Action: VP Academics to supply scholarship process
   write-up. MPE Chair to supply CMPE process write-up. VP Technical consider write-
   up for technical forum. Outstanding. Action: VP Academics, CMPE Chair, VP Technical

  7.22 AI 8.41.1 Scholarship for Children of Members: Action: VP Academics establish the
   announcement and payment method. VP Academics go arrange meeting with
   committee members to capture lessons learned. Complete. See Report 6.29

  7.23 AI 8.41.2 Student Chapter: Action: VP Academics request student chapter to write a
   blog about themselves.  Outstanding.  Has been requested, but haven’t received 
   anything. Action: President: Reach out to the chapter. Need chapter offi  cer report   
   also.

  7.24 AI 8.42.1 IT Maintenance Budget: Action: VP Internet Aff airs get together regarding
   Mail Chimp utilization. President encouraged the development of a communication
   template.  Complete. See Report 5.60.

  7.25 AI 8.42.2 Internet based Product Pricing: Action: VP Internet Aff airs make editorial
   change to remove ANSI standard pricing since SAWE is no longer an ANSI member. 
   Complete. See SAWE RP store.

  7.26 AI 8.43.3 Publications: Action: VP Training and VP Publications to address how to
   replace the existing inventory of the Aircraft Weight Engineering textbooks that we 
   provide with the Aircraft of the Future training class.  Outstanding.  Action: VP 
   Publications and VP Technical to discuss options. South East Region
   Chapter will approach Gulfstream for printing.

  7.27 AI 8.72 Commercial Aircraft Standards and Practice Committee: Action: VP
   Standards and Practices to take this action under consideration at the next S&P
   Committee meeting. Complete. See report 5.80.
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 7.30  International Conferences

  7.31  2022 Conference - D. Yañez - See Report 5.41.

  7.32  2023 Conference - P. Brown - See Report 5.42.

  7.33 2024 Conference - F. Brown - See Report 5.43.  Reiterate prior objective to have 
   in-person conference two successive years followed by a virtual conference.

  
8.00 NEW BUSINESS
  
 8.01 Appointments

 8.02 By the President Elect - D.Yañez (with BOD approval: Operations Manual 1.1.1.,1.1.1.2)
  a. Executive Director- B. Boze
  b. Vice President Academic Aff airs- Dr. D. Gerren
  c. Vice President Internet Operations- G. Ray
  d. Vice President Publications- N. Marickovich
  e. Vice President Technical Director- R. Zimmerman
  f. Vice President Standard and Practices - D. Fisher
  g. Vice President Training- D. Rowley
  h. Vice President Vendor Relations- C. Stephenson

  Report 5.10. Robert Zimmerman motioned to approve appointees. Pat Brown 2nd
  motion: Motion approved

 8.03 By the President-Elect: D.Yañez (BoD Chair Approval: Article V.2.a.2)
  a. Awards Committee Chairman - R. Hundl/ committee [ A. Brooks (2023), R. Hundl
  (2023), J. Hargrave (2024), E. Oguzhan (2024), TBD, TBD]
  b. Financial Committee Chair - TBD/Committee: [D.Yañez, A. Primozich, R. Fox, B. Boze, 
  K. Brown] 

  Report 6.12. Jason Booth motioned to approve appointees. Errol Oguzhan 2nd motion.
  Motion approved

  Errol Oguzhan motioned to approve the two nominated and approved Honorary Fellow as
  award members assuming the are approved in agenda item 8.20. Jason Booth 2nd
  motion. Motion approved.

  Action: President identify two replacement members for Awards Committee and
  Financial Committee Chair. President intends to ask the two approved Honorary
  Fellows from today's award session.

 8.04 By the Executive Vice President-Elect: M. Gray
  a. Membership Committee Chair - C. Stephenson
  b. Projects Chair - R. Hundl

 8.05 By the Senior Vice President Elect: F. Brown (BoD Chair Approval: Article IV.1.C)
  a. Constitutional/By-Laws Committee Chairman - D. Hansch
  b. Operations Manual Committee Chairman - Kent Melcher and James Smith
  c. Conference Registration Chair- P. Stubbers
  d. Conference Budget Chair- F. Brown
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  Report 5.40. Robert Zimmerman motioned to approve appointment. Errol Oguzhan 2nd
  motion. Motion approved.

 8.06 By the Executive Director: B. Boze
  a. Secretary Finance - K. Brown

 8.07 By the Vice President Academic Aff airs: Dr. D. Gerren
  a. Deputy- Unfi lled
  b. Academic Committee Chair: D. Gerren/Committee [B. Boze (ED, standing member),
   D.Yañez, J. Booth, R. Kilgore, Tom Tanner (Savannah Student Coordinator]
  c. Scholarship Committee Chair: D. Gerren/Committee [Fred Brown (2024), David Cash
   (2024), Dr. Giorgio Previati (2024), Peter Stubbers (2024)]
  
  See Report 6.11.  Action: VP Academic Aff airs to recruit a deputy that can replace Donna in   
  the future.

 8.08 By the Vice President Internet Operations: G. Ray
  a. Deputy- A. Brooks

 8.09 By the Vice President: Publications: N. Marickovich
  a. Deputy- P. Stubbers

 8.10 By the Vice President Standards and Practices: D. Fisher
  (Advisory Group - J. Cerro, A. Schuster, D. Yañez, D. Gamble, N. Marickovich, R.
  Zimmerman, D. Rowley, B. Boze, D. Petersen) /Special Handbook Committee Chair: D.
  Yañez.  Action: President: Search for a VP S&P offi  cer replacement. Doug Fisher is looking
  to step down by the next conference.

 8.11 By the Vice President/Technical Director: Robert Zimmerman
  a. Deputies- Europe: W. Sellner N.A.: J. Nakai
  b. Technical Committee Chair: R. Zimmerman/Committee [M. Bucci, J. Cerro, A. Emmet,
  D. Fisher, D. Gerren, A. Schuster, C. Stephenson, P. Stubbers, W. Kiskunas, D.
  Petersen, J. Hargrave], Oversight [B. Boze, D. Yañez]

 8.12 By the Vice President Training: D. Rowley
  a. Deputy- Darren Gamble

 8.13 By the Vice President Vendor Relations: C. Stephenson
  a. Deputy - J. Redman

 8.14 Awards: R. Hundl - Secret ballot  - Including: 0 Benefactor, 2 Fellow, 2 Honorary Fellow, 0   
  Ed Payne, 1 Boynton.  All award nominations were approved.

 8.30 Preliminary 2022 - 2023 Budget: B. Boze.

 8.40 New Business as submitted by BOD and Committee Members

  8.41 VP Academic Aff airs Recommendations - D. Gerren

   8.41.1 Scholarship for Children of Members at 3 for the fi scal year ($1,000 total) and 
   maintain the one scholarship from the Frank Fong fund for fi scal year ($1,000). 
   Incorporated in 2022-2023 Budget (other expenses). John Hargrave motioned for 3 
   scholarships, in Valentine, Borden, and Petersen names, plus 1 Frank Fong, each
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     scholarship award $1000 each. Petersen scholarship name also carries   
     over to next year award.: Doug Fisher 2nd motion, Motion approved

     Proposal to name scholarships in name of any person or honored person  
     in excess of $1000 in a year. Action President: Technical, as to what 
     degrees fall under Technical.

  8.42 2024 Conference Bid (Virtual Tech Fair) - F. Brown - See report 5.43, Bill Boze Motion   
   to  approve a Virtual Conference in 2024: Pat Brown 2nd motion. Motion Approved.

  8.43 VP Internet Operations- G. Ray - Report 5.23

   8.43.1 Maintenance budget of $5,699. Incorporated into 2022-2023 Budget (Internet 
    Maintenance). Bill Boze motioned to approve the maintenance budget . Tom 
    Tanner 2nd motion. Motion approved.
 
   8.43.2 Internet based Product Pricing and download (no changes). Bill Boze motioned to 
    approve the product pricing: Pat Brown 2nd motion. Motion approved.

  8.44 VP Publications Recommendations- N. Marickovich

   8.44.1 Journal Printing budget of $1,500.  

   8.44.2 Offi  ce Supplies budget of $200

   8.44.2 Publication Maintenance (Licensing Fees, Including Photo Stock Subscription) 
    $1,900. Incorporated in FY 2022-2023 budget. Pat Brown motioned to approve 
    proposed budget in agenda items 8.44.1, 8.44.2, and 8.44.3, Fred Brown 2nd 
    motion. Motion approved.

  8.45 VP Training Recommendations- D. Rowley
 
   8.45.1 Training Development budget of $3,000.  Incorporated in FY 2022-2023 budget. 
    Bill Boze motioned to approve the proposed training development budget. Pat 
    Brown 2nd the motion. Motion approved. Note: Budget could cover some 
    marketing. Can also use the budget to bring up another trainer.

  8.46 VP Standards and Practices Recommendations- D. Fisher

   8.46.1 Travel Expenses of $1800. For an Industry Committee Chair to attend a Regional 
    Conference of RP development.  Incorporated in FY 2022-2023 budget. 
    Jason Booth motioned to approved the proposed travel expense budget. Tom 
    Tanner 2nd the motion. Motion approved.

  8.47 Chair - Mass Properties Certifi cation - D. Petersen

   8.47.1 Administrative budget (licenses, supplies, advertisement, printing) of $1,350

   8.47.2 Honorarium of $2,000

   8.47.3 Travel & plus contingency of $5,500 - Incorporated in FY 2022-2023 budget. Pat 
    Brown motioned to approved the proposed budget in Agenda items 8.47.1, 
    8.47.2, and 8.47.3; Bill Boze 2nd the motion. Motion approved.
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  8.48 Additional Offi  cer Travel of $2,890 - VP Technical, VP Training, VP Academic Aff airs: 
   partial). See reports 5.90 & 5.101. Larry Skinner motioned to approve the proposed travel 
   budget. Nick Marickovich 2nd motion. Motion approved.

 8.50 30 Minute Break

 8.60 Honorariums Report 6.13 (also listed in Honorariums & Bonus Tab of 5.23). Bill Boze reviews 
  criteria.  

  a. Honorariums - Overall, no change recommended

  b. Retainer - Overall, no change recommended

  8.61 Vice President Internet Operations - Greg Ray

   a. Honorarium (Recommend $9,960) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

   b. Retainer (Recommend $1,990) - Incorporated in draft 2022 - 2023 Budget.
 
  8.62 Vice President Publications - Nick Marickovich

   a. Honorarium (Recommend $5,682) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.
 
   b. Retainer (Recommended $945) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

   8.62.1 Deputy Publications - Peter Stubbers

    a. Honorarium (Recommend $3,788) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

    b. Retainer (Recommended $945) - Melissa Grey, Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 
    Budget. 

  8.63 Vice President Training - Daniel (Dan) Rowley

   a. Honorarium (Recommend $7,600) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

   b. Retainer (Recommend $1,720) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

   8.63.1 Deputy - Training - Darren Gamble 

    a. Honorarium (Recommend $1,000) - Incorporated in draft 2022 -2023 Budget.

  8.64 Executive Director - William Boze

   a. Honorarium (Recommend $24,430) - Incorporated in draft 2022 - 2023 Budget.

   b. Retainer to B. Boze (Recommend $4,890) - Incorporated in draft 2022 - 2023 Budget.

   c. Secretary of Finance K. Brown Honorarium (Recommend $20,440) - Incorporated in 
   draft 2022 - 2023 Budget. 

   d.. Retainer (Recommend $4,090) - Incorporated in draft 2022 - 2023 Budget.
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 8.70 Other New Business

  8.71 Individual and CP/CM Membership - Auto renewal/reminders - D. Gamble/G. Ray.  
   See Reports 5.30 and 5.60.  Currently all individual renewals are to a fi scal year (May-Apr) 
   and Corporate and Company renewals are a mixture of fi scal and calendar (Jan-Dec) - 
   one thing which would have to change to make the auto renewals process run more 
   effi  ciently would be to change all renewals to a calendar year approach. SAWE Constitution 
   would need to change. Action: Executive VP to assemble VP Internet, Executive 
   Director, Senior VP, Constitution Chair to create a proposal for auto renewal that 
   includes addressing an ability to opt out (use BoD recording comments/input made 
   during the BoD meeting

  8.72 Constitution/By-Laws Changes - F. Brown.  See Report 6.23 Awards Committee 
   By-laws changes- Pat Brown motioned to approve, Damian Yañez 2nd the motion. 
   Motion approved. CMPE Article V: Bill Boze motion to amend and approve the 
   Bylaw changes as modifi ed in Report 6.23. Damian Yañez 2nd motion. Motion approved.  
   Action: Senior VP/Constitution Chair add the VP Certifi cation to IV.a and V.a and V.b.

  8.73 Operations Manual Changes - F. Brown - See Report 6.26.  Proposed Awards Wording 
   Change: Pat Brown motioned to approve as written, Bill Boze 2nd Motion. Motion 
   Approved. Proposed Copyright: Wording Change: John Hargrave motioned to approve 
   as written, Pat Brown 2nd the motion. Motion approved.  Action: Senior VP/Operations 
   Manual Co-Chair make revision to the Operations Manual and include tasking diff erent 
   section owners with purging ANSI references (but preserve the history).  

  8.74 Announce Elected Offi  cers - B. Boze; Followed by Discussion- D.Yañez, M. Gray, F. 
   Brown. See Report 8.73 Results of the Election: President, D.Yañez, Executive Vice 
   President M. Gray, Senior Vice President F. Brown.  The three elected offi  cers presented 
   their respective goals and priorities which align amongst each other. Action: Executive 
   Director - BoD to share the leadership message and highlights from this BoD 
   meeting. The recording will be released with the BoD Minutes.

 8.80 Final Budget - B. Boze - Pat Brown motioned to approve the budget as fi nal. Greg Ray 2nd the 
  motion. Motion approved.  

9.00  Adjournment - Pat Brown motioned to bring to closure the BoD meeting . Errol Oguzhan 2nd the motion.
 Motion Approved. Meeting Adjourned 14:26 PM.

 

  
 

  Yañez
  

  
 

  Bill Boze and Damian Yañez preside over the Board of 
Directors Meeting
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In Memoriam
Robert Edge Johnston

Robert (Bob) is survived by his wife Jeanette, older 
sister Elizabeth (Betty) , 4 children, Melody, Gregory 
(Carolyn), Robert (Kelly) and Russell (Darcie), 7 
grandchildren, and 3 great-grandchildren. He will 
be missed by all of us.

Bob, like his siblings, is characterized by a sense 
of determination and a work ethic to overcome 
adversity. He graduated from Hoover High School 
(1952), and worked three jobs and was a member of 
the Army Reserves.

Through 13 years of night school at SDSU, he earned 
both a bachelor’s and master’s and graduated with 
highest honors while supporting his family. One of 
the three jobs that he worked at in those early years 
eventually evolved into an amazingly productive 
professional career. Beginning as a stockroom clerk 
at Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (later 
known as Convair, a Division of General Dynamics), 
eventually becoming Chief of Engineering Cost 
Development, Manager of Engineering Cost 
Analysis and fi nally, Director of Contracts and 
Estimating Aircraft Programs at the time of his 
retirement in 1993.

Bob was also an Honorary Fellow of the Society of 

Allied Weight Engineers, and  a former Executive 
Director of the Society of Allied Weight Engineers.  
In 2011, Bob was recognized by the Society of Allied 
Weight Engineers for his lifetime achievements 
by receiving the Richard Boynton Lifetime 
Achievement Award.  

Bob also volunteered at the San Diego Air and Space 
Museum where he worked on preserving histories, 
assisted with several museums’ publications and 
grant proposals, as well the Scholarship Program as 
a key committee member. In 2020, he received the 
"Inspiration Award" through the Friends of Balboa 
Park for his many accomplishments as a volunteer.

With a career of amazing professional impacts, he 
was still a family man— husband, dad, grandfather, 
and great grandfather. His life with his wife Jean 
was always about taking care of his kids, which 
always brought its own challenges but momentous 
blessings as well. Despite his busy schedule, he 
could be found at concerts, games, and later, 
coaching those games. He later introduced his 
entire family (children - great grandchildren), to 
his love of backpacking in the Eastern Sierras.
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properties laboratory instruments.
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